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From the Editor

Naturally I am glad to report that much of school routine
here at King’s has returned to near normal. King’s has learnt
to live with Covid-19, and, in tandem with life in the wider
community, should be able to react promptly and effectively
to resurgences of the virus.
Deputy Head (Academic) Dan Cupitt says: ‘The School is
functioning almost as it was before, especially now masks
and testing have been removed. We have had to continue
to manage a small number of pupils being absent when they
have tested positive, but beyond that, we are now operating
at a ‘near normal’ capacity, although clearly there is still an
impact on absences with positive cases.’
Illustrating the burgeoning dynamism of the pupils coming
out of lockdown is their impressive contribution to supporting
Ukraine and the suffering of its people during the Russian
invasion. Rebecca Dixon, Learning Support teacher, reports
that the School’s campaign launched on 8th March. Pupils
have organised a cake sale, a mufti day (where many staff
were seen wearing the colours of the Ukrainian flag), a sweet
sale, a sponsored trek of the distance from Ukraine to refuge
in Moldova (using gym equipment), an Easter Egg hunt and
a Btech Enterprise fete. With parental on-line donations
added in, over £5000 was raised in two weeks. Events after
Easter will include a concert and a charity game of Dodgeball
amongst others, with the funds raised going directly to the
charity, ‘School in a Bag’. This aims to provide Ukrainian
children with educational and hygiene equipment, helping to
give them some semblance of normality and structure, during
this terrifying period. (Should any OB readers wish to donate,
there is a link on the King’s Bruton website).
Material for this magazine has flowed in steadily. Unlike the
preceding few years, no dominant feature comes to the fore,
but the magazine contains a pleasing variety of items from
across generations of alumni and there should be reading
material and photos for all OBs to dip into and enjoy.
Thanks are due as ever to OBA Assistant Secretary Emilie
Head, Andrew Leach, School Archivist and to proof readers
Andrew, David Hindley and Malcolm Parr.
News and photos for consideration for next year’s magazine
are welcome at any time. Please would contributors not send
photos heavier than 12Mb. It is increasingly apparent that
ultra-high-resolution items can be difficult for software to
handle – both at King’s and at the publishers.

Ed Tickner (Hon OB), Editor
• Articles for publication need to be copy ready for insertion, in text or
Word format, not as a pdf please and no more than 750 words.
• Scanned items, handwritten articles or newspaper cuttings cannot be
easily transcribed.
• Photos must be JPEG files at a minimum resolution of 300 ppi,
minimum size of 100mm wide, with details of any OBs in the photo.

OBA Office, King's School, Bruton, BA10 0ED.
Tel: 01749 814200. Email: oba@kingsbruton.com

CALLING ALL HAZLEGROVIANS
We would love to hear from you. If you
haven't received one of our Hazlegrove
newsletters this year, but went to
Hazlegrove, please email so we
can update our records and
you can find out about
reunions and events.
ehead@hazlegrove.co.uk
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1519 SOCIETY

THANK YOU TO OUR LEGATORS
King’s School, Bruton is incredibly grateful to those Old
Brutonians and Honorary Old Brutonians who have
recognised the School in their will. Whilst King’s has always
benefited from specific fundraising campaigns, it remains
heavily reliant on fee income. With no endowments, the
long-term future of the School depends on widening our
income streams to ensure that a King’s education is always
available to as wide a range of pupils as possible. Legacies
can be truly transformative to the lives of boys and girls
fortunate enough to attend King’s.
Previous legacies have enabled:
• On-going bursary support to families who would
otherwise be unable to access a King’s education,
including supporting local Bruton families
• Capital projects, such as The Queen Elizabeth Music
School and the planned renovation of the Pavilion.
• Ongoing restoration and development of our historic
campus.
This year the 1519 Society will be formally launched, inviting
OBs and those in our wider community to become 1519
members by recognising the School in their will. Members
of the 1519 Society will meet annually at a special event, to
hear about the School’s progress and to acknowledge those
whose gifts will sustain King’s into the future.
Information about joining the 1519 Society will be launched
shortly, but if you would like to find out more about leaving
the School a legacy, please contact Louis Tuson MBE, King’s
Bruton Bursar at
bursar@kingsbruton.com or ring 01749 814203
King’s Bruton would like to extend a huge and heartfelt thank
you to those who have remembered King’s in their will.

JOIN THE KING’S BRUTON
COMMUNITY
Over 1100 of you have now joined the Old Brutonian Alumni
site – the King’s Bruton Community – THANK YOU!
Benefits include:
• Quick and easy registration process
• Find old school friends easily
• Keep up to date with School news
• Read alumni stories and view photographs
• Register for reunion events in the future
• Mentoring, ‘Clubs’ (industry, university and
geographic location) and much more…
The more people that register, the better the experience will be
for all. It only takes a few minutes.
In the spirit of a little Inter-House competition, below are shown
the percentages of Old Brutonians, per House, who are already
registered… Blackford you should be proud!
Arion
13%
Old
18%
Blackford 20%

Wellesley
New

15%
15%

Priory
Lyon

Emilie Head, OBA Assistant Secretary
REGISTER FOR THE KING’S BRUTON COMMUNITY
https://community.kingsbruton.com/homepage

17%
14%
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Gemma Brunton

Dear Old Brutonians,
As your new President, it’s wonderful to officially say ‘Hello’ as we slowly emerge
from the pandemic and two years of difficulty and disruption to our lives. I am
full of admiration for how the School has coped, keeping the virus at bay as well
as morale among pupils and staff high. It can’t have been easy.
For us as an Association it meant we weren’t able to have meetings, at the
School or in person, so it was lovely to have so many OBs present at our AGM
in November. It was very much a social occasion with drinks, nibbles and
some healthy debate so I encourage you to come along to the next one later this year and get involved. This is YOUR
Association and I’m very keen to hear ideas about how we can develop, and tap into, the vast resources of skills and
experience that collectively we have, to both help each other and pupils at King’s.
We do of course award bursaries to help families in difficulty. Formerly two each year, recently increased to 3, and this
year to 6. The extra 3 were set up to last for 12 months as cases of hardship increased. Grateful families and pupils send
in their thanks and, below, do read how Millie, the recipient of the 2021/2 U6 bursary, has benefitted.
We are exploring ideas around more regional meetings, reunions, mentoring schemes and grants and I would actively
welcome any input with ideas and help. Do make a note in your diaries for our annual London Lunch to be held at the
Apothecaries’ Hall on Friday 2nd December. It was extremely popular last year with all 150 tickets selling out in 48 hours
and we anticipate that demand this year will be high once again.
The King’s Community website has made a huge difference in connecting OBs, but its strength relies on numbers and
though our members’ database is steadily expanding, if you haven’t yet signed up, please do so and lend your support to
a growing and thriving community.
We have a full and enthusiastic committee who deserve our thanks for keeping the Association running smoothly. Our
thanks go to our new Vice President, Janey de Nagle Costello, Honorary Treasurer Michael West, Honorary Secretary
Rose Vigers (to whom we are very grateful for staying on in the role having left the school in 2021 after 28 years’ service),
Assistant Secretary Emilie Head and Magazine Editor, Ed Tickner. Once again, he has produced another wonderful
issue of our magazine and many thanks to him for the months of hard work involved. I’m also happy to welcome new
committee members Peter Dobson, Dom Haigh and David Fleming. It’s a pleasure to welcome David back on to the
committee after his stint as President and a huge thanks to him once again for his tireless commitment and diligence
in the role, especially for staying on an extra year and
a half during Covid. Our thanks as always go to the
Headmaster, Ian Wilmshurst, for his support of the
Association.

MILLIE

Lastly, my thoughts are with everyone affected by the
tragic events unfolding in Ukraine. It has been heartwarming to see the generosity and spirit shown by
people across Europe to help the refugees and really
hammers home the power of what can be achieved
when we work together.
I hope to say ‘Hello’ to you in person at a meeting soon
but in the meantime have a wonderful summer.
Gemma Brunton (W92/94), OBA President

I was awarded the OBA Bursary for my
final two years at King's. I still remember
the day on which my family and I were
informed of this, the phone call my
mum received and the relief on her face for the weight
that was lifted. This support provided our family with
the certainty that I could stay on at King's. I will always
be in debt to the very kind OBs who made this financial
assistance possible.
I was following in my sister’s footsteps. In the year above
me, she was my role model. So, I see this award as credit
to us both and the news of it was enjoyed by her as
much as by me. I look forward to joining the OBA when I
leave this summer and eventually being able to offer my
support to King's pupils in later life.
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DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Emilie Head has been Assistant Secretary to the OBA since 2019 and was then given the role of King’s
Development Coordinator in 2020. From October 2021 she added Alumni relations at Hazlegrove to
her duties. Here she posts a short review of a busy time in 2021.
Over the last year, my role has increased to encompass both
the alumni and development at Hazlegrove, which has been
wonderful as there are so many OBs who are also OHs. From
speaking to OBs who attended Hazlegrove, I get a real sense
of the fun that was had there – often things that would make
parents wince I am sure, but nevertheless, these shenanigans
seem to have created enduring friendships and fond
memories - something I take huge comfort from as a mother
of two girls who are going through the Foundation.
Looking back to 2021, there are two main highlights for
me. The London Lunch must be one of them - from reuniting
the Rugby Tour (hats off to John-Kai Fleming for his energy
in organising that!) to seeing OBs young and old mix easily
and freely. I took away a powerful sense of the belonging that
being an OB brings. I would heartily recommend the occasion
to any OB – we can always pair you up with others in your
peer group. Indeed, I left feeling exhausted but also a little
jealous as there was no such camaraderie from my previous
schools. It is something that I think King’s should be incredibly
proud of, as should all OBs.
The second highlight was the refurbishment of the science
labs over at Hazlegrove. Through the incredibly generous
donation of one Hazlegrove family, they were transformed
from being cramped, dark and dingy, to bright, state-of-theart, and engaging. It really brought home to me the power
that donations can have on the lives of pupils at the school.

WOULD YOU LIKE
A TOUR OF
KING'S?

Please don't hesitate
to get in touch - we would love to
show you around! - oba@kingsbruton.com
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Turning my gaze to the year ahead, there are several large
projects on my to-do list that I am looking forward to working
on. Firstly, the launch of the 1519 Society – a legacy society
for Old Brutonians. With the patient help of Andrew Leach,
the School Archivist, I have begun to understand that the
foundations on which the School was built, were baseded
on philanthropy. Indeed the School would very likely not be
here if it wasn’t for the generosity of others. Legacies can be
incredibly powerful, from helping preserve and protect the
buildings of King’s, to enabling pupils to attend who would
otherwise be unable to.
The second project is helping Hazlegrove celebrate its 75th
Year and by the time this magazine is printed, there should
have been a a Hazlegrove Ball, helping to raise money to
support the School in its endeavours to provide a first rate
education to pupils for the Somerset area.
I want to say a huge thank you to everyone who writes or
emails in. It is always lovely to hear how alumni are getting on
and to share your memories. Also, thank you to Rose Vigers, a
bit of an unsung hero in the OBA, whose energy is contagious
and who seems to know everyone! She is a joy to work with,
as are the rest of the committee, and we have a lot of fun
along the way.
Please do get in touch if you would like a tour of either or
both schools. It is such fun walking down memory lane with
old boys and girls!

ACTION NEEDED
NOW FROM ALL OLD
BRUTONIANS
You will need to let the OBA know that you
wish to continue to receive a hard copy of
the magazine. We know many of you prefer
to receive a physical copy – but some of you
may prefer to read it online.
Please email oba@kingsbruton.com or
post the card (attached to the front of
this magazine) back to King’s with your
preferences stated.
Every OB / Hon OB with an email address
will receive a pdf copy of the magazine, but
please do email oba@kingsbruton.com if you
have not received any email communications
from the OBA – it may be that we don’t have
an up-to-date email address for you.

THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FOR YOUR
HELP WITH THIS MATTER
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ROSE VIGERS-BELGEONNE
Rose retired from teaching at King’s last year. We
are however fortunate that she agreed to stay on in
her role with the OBA as Honorary Secretary. Gilly
Bunday, her partner in crime for many years in the
organising of numerous successful OBA events,
wrote about Rose’s time at King’s for last year’s
Dolphin magazine.
‘Rose joined King's in 1993, as Catering Manager, initially for two
months and only to cover maternity leave. Little did she know
that 28 years later she would still be
here. During her time at King's, she
covered a myriad of roles. In 2003
she was asked to run Arion House,
which at the time was a boys’ House
for Sixth Formers only.
When the decision was made,
four years later, to turn Arion into a
girls’ House, she remained in place
and oversaw the transformation of
everything to pink. I believe, therefore,
that she is the only member of staff
ever to have been Housemistress to
both boys and girls!
Having studied for an OU degree in
her own time, whilst being Catering
Manager and Housemistress
(quite how she found the time is
anybody’s guess), she then taught GCSE Biology before moving
to teaching GCSE and A-Level Food Studies and, ultimately,
on to becoming Head of Department. She set up the hugely
successful BTEC Hospitality course, initially with only four
pupils and, last year, found herself teaching the subject to 40
pupils across the Sixth Form.

During her time here, other roles included Head of the Navy
section of the CCF, during which time she took the cadets to
Gibraltar; she was a swimming and water polo coach (including
a very successful match against Clayesmore); she climbed Mt
Toubkal and Mt Sinai as part of the King's Orphanage Challenge
and was Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead. Despite by
her own admission not being a great games player, she did
have a go at various coaching challenges in hockey, tennis, and
netball but after some brief involvement found that requests
for her help were not forthcoming! For ten years, she was an
outstanding tutor in Blackford House and the boys for whom
she cared as well as mentored and
tutored will remember her fondly, for
her patience and for her boundless
time and commitment to the role.
For over 20 years she was
involved in the Friends of King's
including a stint as Chair and is of
course passionately involved in the
Old Brutonian Association, as the
Honorary Secretary. She was an
integral part of the idea behind, and
the organising of, the annual Day of
Celebration; she introduced the Day
of Celebration Car Tours and coorganised the 500th Anniversary Ball.
The highlight, however, of her 20 plus
years has to be training her pupils
to serve lunch to Her Majesty the
Queen in March 2019.
It is hard to put into words what Rose means to King's and
indeed what King's means to Rose. She leaves a huge hole - few
people are as committed, hard-working, loyal, supportive and
caring. She is certainly missed, and we all wish her well on her
next adventure’.

ADIE DAVIS
The article below was written by Craig Barrow, Head
of Academic PE. He pays tribute to an exceptional
Head Groundsman and a personality well respected
and liked by many generations of King’s staff and
students alike.
Adie Davis and Legend.
The two go together.
‘I first met Adie Davis when King’s Bruton 1st
XV rugby team played and beat the Canford
1st XV in 2000, on one of the finest rugby
pitches in the whole of the South-West. I
was amazed at the quality of the grounds
I saw that day as well as the quality of the
rugby. The two seemed to go hand-in-hand.
The boys were inspired to play rugby of
great quality on a first-class surface and
Adie was inspired to prepare pitches for the
boys to play on. It was a perfect partnership.
I was never a cricketer - more of a rugby
player(!), but over the years at King’s I have

lost track of the number of overseas touring teams who tried
to smuggle Adie back to South Africa or Australia, such was the
quality of the cricket squares he produced. The same reaction
came from visiting English schools and a certain Jos Buttler
certainly made hay on the surface some years ago when he was
at King’s College, Taunton.
Adie could talk to you for hours about
grass seed, fertiliser and lawn mowers but
there was so much more to the man than I
can write. Totally devoted to his job, to the
School, and to the pupils, no job was too
big for him. He took an immense pride in
his work and in the enjoyment generations
of Brutonians have had playing sport on
grounds he has prepared, nurtured and
cared for.
I wish him well in his ‘semi-retirement.
I would expect his services to be highly
sought after and I imagine local cricket
pitches, croquet lawns, grass tennis courts
and lawns of the highest standard as he
applies his magic away from King’s.’
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OLD BRUTONIAN ASSOCIATION & CHARITABLE
TRUST ABRIDGED REPORTS & ACCOUNTS
The following are abridged reports and accounts of the
Association and its Charitable Trust for the year ended
31st December 2021. The full reports and accounts are to
be approved by the Committee and Trustees at their next
scheduled meeting. Copies are available from the Hon
Secretary, Old Brutonian Association, King’s School, Bruton,
Somerset BA10 0ED and will be available at the Association’s
next AGM.

ABRIDGED REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATION
COMMITTEE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st
DECEMBER 2021.
OBjECTS
The general objects of the Association as contained in the
Rules are to promote union amongst Old Brutonians and to
further the interests of King’s School, Bruton. In particular,
the Association will arrange an Annual Lunch in London and
Summer Event at the School, publish an Annual Magazine,
The Old Brutonian, and establish and maintain a Charitable
Trust for charitable purposes connected to the Association’s
objects.
COMMITTEE
At 31st December 2021 the Committee consisted of the
Officers: President, Gemma Brunton (W92/94) Vice-President,
Janey De Nagle Costello (W 95/97), Honorary Secretary, Rose
Vigers-Belgeonne (Hon OB), Honorary Treasurer, Michael
West (O49/55, and committee members, David Fleming
(B73/76), Dom Haigh (L88/93), Peter Dobson (O60/65) and Ed
Tickner (Hon OB), Editor of The Old Brutonian. Emilie Head
(Assistant Secretary) attends Committee Meetings by
invitation.
Under the current Rules, two ordinary members of the
Committee are elected each year for a term of four years.
Ordinary members are not eligible for re-election until the
year following that in which they retire.

MEMBERSHIP
68 Leavers joined the Association in 2021. The Association
were notified of 19 deaths.
ACTIVITIES
Promotion of union among Old Brutonians
The Annual General Meeting, normally held annually in
June, was cancelled because of the Covid pandemic
restrictions and a postponed AGM took place on the 9th
November 2021 at ‘At the Chapel’ in Bruton. The annual
London Lunch took place in December at the Apothecaries’
Hall and was very well attended. Reunions usually take
place in Bruton on a termly basis. When circumstances
allow OBA social gatherings to resume, all details of such
will be promoted on the website and notifications will be
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made by email to all those OBs for whom we have email
addresses.
No information about possible OBA sports events has been
received. This includes the Old Brutonian Golf Society. It is
hoped that such activities will resume in 2022.
The annual Magazine (The Old Brutonian) was despatched
to 3,778 members for whom addresses were known in
April 2022. This year the magazine will include a reply slip
that encourages OBs to indicate whether they wish to
continue to receive a hard copy of the magazine. OBs can
also email their preferences to oba@kingsbruton.com.
The Old Brutonian was edited by Ed Tickner with much
information gathered and compiled by Emilie Head. The
Old Brutonian website is an integral part of the School’s
new website: www.kingsbruton.com/old-brutonians/theoba
An Old Brutonian Facebook group (Old Brutonian– Official)
continues to thrive with over 1100 members.

FINANCE
In the year ending 31st December 2021 the Association had
incoming resources of £31,037. Resources expended
amounted to £21,745. This lower spending arose because the
Association paid only £3000 out of a total spend on bursaries
of £12,000; the remaining £9,000 was paid by our Charitable
Trust. In the present year we are due to spend a total of
£18,000 on bursaries, most of which will be paid by the
Association. The London Lunch almost broke even, thanks to
a majority of OBs choosing to pay the full cost of their ticket,
and to the temporarily reduced rate of VAT. The OBA is
grateful for a donation of £350 from an OB resident in
Canada.

OLD BRUTONIAN ASSOCIATION
Statement of Financial Activities for the year ended 31st December

Incoming resources
Subscriptions
Investment income
Other
Total incoming resources

2021
£
25,470
5,804
(238)
31,037

2020
£
25,854
6,071
560
32,485

Resources expended
Newsletter publication
Administration
Bursaries
Total resources expended

11,061
7,683
3,000
21,745

9,730
7,489
6,000
23,219

Net incoming resources
Gain (loss) on investments
Net movement in funds

9,292
35,431
44,723

9,266
19,025
28,291

Fund as at 1 January

274,806

246,515

Fund as at 31 December

319,529

274,806

THE OLD BRUTONIAN ACCOUNTS
Balance Sheet at 31 December

Long-term assets
Investments
Total long term investments
Current assets
Deposits
Debtors
Bank
Total current assets
Current liabilities
Creditors due in less than one year
Total current liabilities

2021
£
272,212
272,212

2020
£
236,781
236,781

1,232
47,239
48,470

1,232
418
37,309
38,958

1,153
1,153

933
933

47,317

38,025

Net assets

319,529

274,806

Total fund

319,529

274,806

Net current assets

ABRIDGED REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
CHARITABLE TRUST FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st
DECEMBER 2021

ACCOUNTS
The statement of financial activities shows incoming
resources of £5,518 and expenditure of £9,117, a deficit of
£3600. An investment gain (recovery!) of £3621 on our M+G
Charifund Units leaves total resources almost unchanged at
£67,086

OLD BRUTONIAN ASSOCIATION CHARITABLE TRUST
Registered Number: 284570
Statement of Financial Activities for the year ended 31st December
Unrestricted
Fund
£

Incoming resource
Donations
3,963
Investment income
1,555
Total incoming resources 5,518
Resources expended
Charitable expenditure:
117
Grants payable
9,000
Total resources expended 9,117

The current Trustees are the Officers of the Association,
David Fleming, Michael West and Rose Vigers-Belgeonne.

Net incoming resources
Gain/(loss) on investments
Net movement in funds
Funds as at 1 January

OBjECTS

Funds as at 31 December 52,126

TRUSTEES

The objects of the Trust are set out in the Trust deeds. In
summary, they include the relief of poverty amongst former
pupils of King’s School, Bruton and their immediate
dependants, the provision of bursaries to pupils at the
School, prizes based on educational merit to pupils or former
pupils, and awards to pupils showing outstanding ability in
art, drama, music, sport or leadership, and other such related
charitable purposes as the Trustees unanimously agree.
ACTIVITIES
There are currently three students at King’s in receipt of longterm bursaries and an additional 3 were instigated as part of
the Covid hardship fund.
DONATIONS
Cash donations in 2021 totalled £3170, up from £1900 in
2020 and shown in the accounts as £3963 including the
expected tax credit. Other income, dividends and interest,
totalled £1550. The main item of expenditure was £9,000 for
nine terms’ bursaries of £1,000 a term. Members are
reminded of the tax benefits of donations and legacies which
should be made to the OBA Charitable Trust, not to the OBA
itself which does not have charitable status.

Endowment
Fund
£

(3,600)
2,143
(1,456)
53,583

Total
2021
£

Total
2020
£

0
0
0

3,963
1,555
5,518

1,900
1,436
3,336

0
0

117
9,000
9,117

0
1,478
13,482
14,960

3,000
3,000

(3,600)
336
3,621 (5,537)
22 (5,201)
67,065 72,266

14,960 67,086

67,065

Balance Sheet at 31 December
Unrestricted
Fund

Endowment
Fund

Total
2021

Total
2020

£

£

£

£

Long-term assets
Investments
Covenanted receipts
Total long-term assets

17,555
0
17,555

12,244
0
12,244

29,999
0
29,999

26,378
0
26,378

Current assets
Deposits
Debtors
Cash at bank
Total current assets
Creditors: under 1 year
Net current assets

17,445
3,791
13,135
34,371
0
34,371

2,716
0
0
2,716
0
2,716

20,161
3,791
13,135
37,087
0
37,087

20,028
2,999
17,660
40,687
0
40,687

Total assets
less current liabilities

52,126

14,960

67,086

67,065

Net assets

52,126

14,960

67,086

67,065

Funds

52,126

14,960

67,086

67,065
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2021
The Annual General Meeting of the Old
Brutonian Association was held in the Club
Room, At the Chapel at 7.00pm, on Tuesday
9th November 2021
The President, Mr David Fleming (B72/75), was in the Chair.
Committee members present were Gemma Brunton (W92/94),
Vice President, Michael West (O49/55), Hon Treasurer, Rose
Vigers-Belgeonne (Hon OB) Hon Secretary, Ed Tickner (Hon OB)
Editor of the OB Magazine, Emilie Head (Asst OBA Sec).
Also attending were David Hindley (Hon OB), Roger Gallannaugh
(O54/57), Richard Sullivan (N58/62), Kirsten Palmer (69/70), Nick
Evelyn (L56/59), Jan Juneman (Hon OB), Colin Juneman (Hon
OB), Sally Snook (72/73), Peter Dobson (O60/65), Peter Phillips
(L60/65), Jeremy Hall (L60/64), John Norton (Hon OB).
Apologies were received from Janey Nagle Costello (W95/97),
Rob Snook (B62/65), Ed White (N95/00), Charlie White (B97/02),
Ian Wilmshurst (Hon OB, Headmaster, King’s Bruton)
1. The Minutes
The Minutes of the last AGM, held on Saturday 16th June
2019, having been circulated in the 2020 Old Brutonian
magazine, were agreed, and signed as a true record.
Proposed by David Hindley, seconded by Roger Gallannaugh.
2. Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.
3. President’s Items
The President presented a report of the achievements of the
OBA over the past 2 years.
a. Despite the restrictions of Covid, 4 committee meetings
were held. Thanks go to Gemma, Michael, Rose and
Emilie for their efforts and a special thanks to Ed for
producing 2 excellent OBA magazines under challenging
circumstances.
b. The President presented Rose Vigers-Belgeonne with a
silver crown and dolphin brooch in recognition of her
service to King’s as she stands down from teaching, and
the OBA. (Rose is now reinstated as Hon Sec).
c. It was an honour to make the Headmaster, Ian Wilmshurst
an Honorary Old Brutonian at the 2019 London Lunch in
recognition of his service to King’s Bruton and support of
the OBA.
d. The Association is in a good state, and the Toucan Tech
Community registration now has 1100 members, who are
able to connect with fellow OBs to make the association
stronger.
e. To meet the OBA charity remit and to assist parents
with financial challenges an additional 3 one-off threeterm bursaries have been awarded, in addition to the 3
enduring bursaries. In total £18,000 has been awarded
over the past 12 months.
f. David thanked David Hindley and Kirsten Palmer for
asking him to join the committee which led to his
becoming President in such an exciting part of King’s
history. The Queen’s visit, the opening of the Queen
Elizabeth Music school, the 500th Day of Celebration and
the largest OBA London Lunch have all been highlights
as well as having the opportunity to engage with so many
OBs and King’s staff.
g. Special thanks go to Michael West for his support and
friendship.
4. Vice President
a. The current OBA Bursaries are awarded as follows:
• The enduring OBA Bursaries for 2021/2022 to Millie
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U6th, George L6th and 3rd Former Matilda.
• Additional one-off Bursaries were awarded to Kit 3rd
Form, Reuben 4th Form and Millie 5th Form.
b. The OBA Prize winners of 2021
OBA Prize for excellence in GCSE- Isaac Baxter
OBA Progress prize for progress not exclusively academicHugo Burgess, William Bartlett, Katie Ruddock, Lara
Milne, Joseph Gartell, Charlotte Elway, Freya Fern and Leo
Haywood.
5. Hon Secretary’s Report
a. Emilie Head took over the role of Assistant Secretary from
Gilly Bunday and has been responsible for engaging OBs
to join the community site. She has sent out over 200
milestone birthday cards to OBs which have been warmly
received and has organised tours along with Andrew
Leach.
b. Arrangements are all in place for this year’s London Lunch
which will take place at The Apothecaries’ Hall. Tickets
were sold out in 48 hours and a waiting list is in place. We
are delighted to report that this year’s guests will include
many of the rugby squad that toured New Zealand and Fiji
in 1991.
6. Hon Treasurer’s Report
a. The Hon Treasurer took the meeting through the 2020
accounts for both the Association and the Charitable
Trust which were published in the 2021 OBA magazine.
The accounts were proposed by David Fleming, seconded by
David Hindley.
b. The Association and the Charitable Trust are financially
in satisfactory standing. Investments will continue to be
monitored.
c. The Hon Treasurer reported that there had been a
reduction in annual contributions to the charitable
trust with just 9 subscribers. A discussion was had on
how this could be increased. The school has increased
engagement with OBs and has recently received some
very generous endowments.
7. Officers and Committee
a. The election of the President- Gemma Brunton. Proposed
by David Fleming and seconded by David Hindley.
b. The election of Vice-President- Janey Nagle Costello.
Proposed by Gemma Brunton and seconded by Colin
Juneman.
c. The Hon Treasurer, Michael West, agreed to serve for
another year and was duly elected.
Proposed by David Fleming, seconded by Kirsten Palmer.
d. The Hon Secretary, Rose Vigers-Belgeonne, agreed to
serve for another year and was duly elected. Proposed by
David Fleming, seconded by Sally Snook.
e. It was noted that 2 additional members need to be
elected to the committee each year; it is hoped that
additional committee members can be found as soon as
possible.
8. AOB
a. The President, Gemma Brunton, thanked David Fleming
for his passion, diligence, and contribution to the OBA
over the past 4 ½ years.
b. It was reported that the new format of the AGM had seen
an increase in attendance and that the format should be
repeated in the future.
c. A suggestion was made that in order to increase
contributions to the Association, a standing order and Gift
Aid form be included in the OBA Newsletter.
d. There being no further business, the meeting closed at
8.20pm
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LETTER FROM THE HON SECRETARY
Dear Old Brutonians,
It is a joy to write to you all as our lives are beginning to return to near
normal and spring has arrived in Somerset. In recent weeks there has
been a buzz around King’s as the masks have been removed and life in
the classrooms and Houses has returned to pre-pandemic routine with
lots of events and social activities taking place. On the sports pitches,
parents and supporters are once more welcomed back to watch some
outstanding sporting performances.
Furthermore, it will be wonderful to welcome Old Brutonians back to
King’s to visit, tour and reminisce, so if you would like to take a trip down memory lane, or perhaps along
Lower Backway, please contact Emilie in the OBA Office and we will endeavour to organise your visit along
with some Somerset sunshine. Sadly, this year’s Day of Celebration will not be taking place. I recognise
that many of you enjoy this special social occasion to meet up with friends, so we would like to see some
regional gatherings take place - we all know OBs love to be social! We hope to begin with events in Bath
and Salisbury and when the arrangements are in place the dates and location will be emailed out and
advertised on the King’s Bruton Community website page. If you live further afield and would like to gather
OBs in your area, please, please contact the office and we will gladly assist and advertise your event. It’s
time to get back together, meet old friends or make new ones!
Since I stepped down from teaching, I have been fortunate to spend some time with the Archives team led
by Hon OB Andrew Leach. Each week he is joined by Roger Gallannaugh OB, Ed Tickner and John Norton
both Hon OBs. This band of gentlemen are passionate about King’s history, talk with such knowledge
and spend many hours recording and cataloguing all things King’s Bruton. Recently they have received
many photographs and items of memorabilia (the results I presume from many lockdown loft clearings!).
We should all be very grateful for their efforts which will allow future generations of your families and
Brutonians to look back and have an insight into all our lives and adventures.
Following the uncertainty of the last two years many of us have had time to reflect, and yet as we all live in
such a fast-paced world, we don’t often take the time to record the events in our lives other than through
social media. So, this OBA publication is all the more special as it always contains news from all generations
of OBs from all over the world. Without our Editor it would be impossible for us to make a tangible record
that can be used as a valuable record in the future. So can I please encourage you all to take a few
moments over the next year to send in news that can be shared, appreciated, recorded and placed into the
archives as precious and permanent records of the past for the future.
Finally, I wish you all well as we move forward, start to plan summer socials and the wonderful OBA London
Lunch in December, but don’t forget to also look back, reflect, record the past and of course, send news
into the OBA!
Floreat Brutonia!
Rose Vigers-Belgeonne
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COLIN LAMBERT (O59/63)
Colin regularly sends in entertaining snippets from his very well-ordered
memories of life at King’s in the late 50s and early 60s. Here he regales us with
recollections of CCF overnight map-reading exercises, included in
correspondence with James Brenan (O59/64) and Ian Morse (O59/62).
Firstly, he describes an exercise…

”…. involving an ‘on foot’ treasure hunt round the local
countryside, collecting information, such as how many steps up
to the church at map ref ‘x’, what the telephone number of the
call box at map ref ‘y’ was, and all this in a blizzard. I was with
David Matthews (O59/63), and we later reckoned that we had
walked about 22 miles. I clearly remember us holing up in a
barn, scoffing our hard tack rations of a bar of Bourneville and
a tin of cold tomato soup.
We had both taken the precaution of soaping our socks and
only got blisters, whereas others had bleeding heels.
One group cheated and holed up for the night in the 3rd
Form classroom, popping out to phone various people
including the padre, for the required information. I remember
they were caught out and given an enormous telling-off.”

In another account, he recalls a dramatic
incident involving a bull…

“The only 'finding our way home' I remember was Summer CCF
camp on Salisbury Plain. We were out for a couple of nights,
bivouacked. We were all taken out in the 5-ton truck allotted
to us and dropped off in groups of four with maps, no torches
allowed, given the map reference of our camp and told to find
our way back.
One boy cheated and looked out of the back of the truck to
see where we were going and noticed that we had driven down
two sides of a large field, in which was a large bull. Of which

more later!
After being dropped off at various places we had to chain
smoke to be able to read the map as there was no moon.
Coming across a road, we found what looked like a biscuit
tin with a figure ‘1’ cut out with a candle inside. “Great,” we
thought, “we can read the map."
As we were doing so, an educated voice bellowed at us. “What
the hell are you doing, get away from the light!"
It turned out to be a very real army officer We were obscuring
the way marker for a long, unlit army convoy, which within
seconds, thundered past with no lights whatsoever!
We finally found our way back to the aforementioned large
field and to avoid having to walk two sides of a large triangle,
one of us, being the son of a farmer, explained that if he
touched the electric fence and if the current was off, it would
mean the bull had been removed and he would cross the field
to save us a weary longer trek. “It’s off," said he, and he jumped
over the fence. We decided not to risk it and took the long way
back. As we rounded the corner of the field, we heard a panic
shout accompanied by the sound of heavy hooves.
Clever dick **, by pure chance had touched the electric fence
between pulses and assumed it was turned off. It wasn’t!
He came flying towards us and with full pack did a ‘Fosbury
flop’ over the fence as the bull skidded to a halt behind him.
Very relieved and completely out of breath, we dragged him to
his feet and nearly wet ourselves with uncontrollable laughter.
A fun evening!!”

ANDREW BULLMORE (N/B58/62)
sent in photos of more peaceable scenes during a CCF Inspection taking place
on Abbey Field during this period, probably Summer Term 1959.
R A Ball (O55/59) was the Drum Major on parade.
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THE SYNGE FAMILY
Andrew Leach has kindly submitted some research on this
large and successful family.
News of the recent death of Hugh Synge (King’s, 1946-51)
reminds us of the long association his family has had with the
School. His father, Edward Synge, was one of six brothers who
attended King’s between 1910 and 1927. In one year – 1917-18
– all six were at the School at the same time.
They were, and no doubt still are, a remarkable family. The
brothers were the sons of the Rev. Francis Synge, vicar of
various parishes, including Pitcombe (from 1914 to 1924). They
all entered the Junior School in Plox House when they were
nine or ten years old, and most stayed at King’s until they were
eighteen. Three became Head Boy, several were Scholars, and
most were accomplished sportsmen. After leaving school, five
went on to university at either Oxford or Cambridge, and three
joined the Church.
Edward (KS 1910-19), the first born, was awarded, in 1919,
the first Paul Hobhouse Scholarship, the same year he became
Head Boy. He went on to Keble College, Oxford, then took Holy
Orders and worked for many years in India. John (KS 1910- 20)
was equally successful, and he had the distinction of becoming
Captain of the first King’s School rugby XV in 1919, as well as
Head Boy. He won a place at Selwyn College, Cambridge, where

he was an Exhibitioner, and subsequently he followed a career
in teaching.
Then there were the twins – Francis (KS 1912-21), a Scholar and
School Prefect, followed John to Selwyn College, where he was
awarded the Stewart of Rannoch Prize for Hebrew and gained a
1st Class in the Theology Tripos. He then took Holy Orders and
moved to South Africa and subsequently New Zealand, finishing
as a Canon. George (KS 1912-18) was another Scholar. He left
before the Sixth Form, going on to Shrewsbury School and then
Keble College, following in Edward’s footsteps.
After a successful time at King’s, Peter (KS 1914-22) spent most
of his working life in the Army and in Government Service in
Africa. His two sons – Patrick (KS 1949-54) and Anthony (KS
1949-58) – also came to King’s. Finally, there was Michael (KS
1917-27), another talented sportsman who played in the rugby
XV and hockey XI, and who was Head of School in his final year.
He went up to King’s College, Cambridge as a Choral Scholar,
and afterwards he took Holy Orders. He was Chaplain on the
RNVR Mediterranean Russian Convoys in the 2WW, and later
Canon and then Precentor of Lincoln. He re-founded the Lincoln
Cathedral Choir School in 1961.
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MUSIC AT KING’S
IN THE LATE 50S AND EARLY 60S
Several accounts sent in recently by OBs reveal how King’s encouraged a
particularly strong love of both performing and listening to music in this period.
ROBIN WATKINS (O62/66)

prices, they were affordable, even within a termly pocket-money
budget. A trip to John Rees’ study to make the payment was all
that was needed, ‘It’s for the jazz club trip, sir.'
As it happened my jazz club membership coincided with a
period when the Bristol venue was cultivating a sustained
interest in leading American jazz artists. Unbelievably, amongst
the amazing roster of players I was able to see and hear were
Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, Duke Ellington and Oscar
Peterson, Dave Brubeck and Ray Charles and a wonderful young
artist - a certain Bob Dylan. My favourite live performer would
have to be the incredible Mr. Ray, amazingly proficient and yet at
the same time able to communicate a sound that was instinctive
and full of joy. And nowadays of course he is regarded as a
seminal figure. A recent post entitled ‘The Golden Era of Jazz at
Colston Hall’ recounts that “throughout the ’60’s, Colston Hall
had a jazz programme to rival any concert venue in the world.”

A recent visit to King’s to see the Queen Elizabeth
Music School prompted some memories of his musical
experiences. He recalls that initially School music lessons
did not suit him, but he did discover a great love of
listening to pop music on his transistor radio. This was
to lead to a gradual widening of his musical tastes and
the opportunity to attend many live concerts at Bristol’s
Colston Hall.
“The middle years of my time at King’s must have been my
happiest. I was doing well in my schoolwork, and I was a keen
cricketer. Still not 16, I opened the batting for a good first XI
coached by Mr Vallins. Saturday away matches meant a chance
to listen to Brian Mathew’s BBC ‘Saturday Club’ on the team
bus radio, and to catch up with the newest pop music groups.
Foremost and my favourites were the Beatles whom I managed
to see perform live twice in the summer holidays. The second
time, their opening act was another brilliant new group, called
the Kinks. A highlight of the week was Alan Freeman’s BBC chart
show ‘Pick of the Pops’, on Sunday afternoons. But though I was
a child of my time in terms of musical tastes, I was also soon to
discover that it was a mistake to pigeon-hole genres too quickly
…
In the Fifth form I became eligible to join the school jazz club
and go on termly outings to the Colston Hall in Bristol to attend
‘jazz’ concerts. As tickets were offered at seriously subsidised
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Bristol was the first English date on the 25-year-old Dylan’s 1966
tour, the tour in which he unveiled his electronic conversion.
The first part of the concert was acoustic, just the singer with his
acoustic guitar and harmonica. After the break he was joined
by what became ‘The Band’, and I do vaguely remember a few
boos, but certainly not enough to bother me. I liked his electric
set a lot, and I would soon be a proud owner of his ‘Blonde
on Blonde’ double album. The Manchester concert example,
which took place a week later, when a fan shouted out ‘Judas’ to
protest against his perceived folk-roots betrayal, seemed to me
a backward step, a desire to throttle a creative development.
But, then again, I suppose I wasn’t one of those so taken by
the acoustic tradition as to want to tie it down. In recent years
an ‘official’ box set of recordings of the 1966 tour has been
produced; discs 9 and 10 are from Bristol.
I believe the club was organised by our art master, the late
Gerald Cooper, and someone I remember as a very warmhearted person. He deserves an extended round of applause
for arranging those concert visits! And for getting the idea of a
school jazz club accepted, something that then must certainly
have been quite ‘left-field’.
This was the 60’s, the era of the Cold War, the Cuban Missile
crisis, a changing popular music scene, and lots of new social
attitudes. By the time I left school, only just 18, the missile
crisis had become the Vietnam war, the Beatles were about
to become a studio-only group, and the popular music scene
was about to make another turn, as beat/R&B turned into rock
via psychedelia, groups became ‘bands’, and the 70s saw an
explosion of styles and genres. And there was the opportunity
to see many of those now legendary bands up close, or
sometimes, decibel-wise at least, at a less threatening distance!
It really did seem the times were ‘a-changin’. It wasn’t until later,
at university, that I re-discovered the classical tradition that up
to then had always seemed to define ‘proper’ music.
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Somehow though, before all that, the pure creative expression
of those Colston Hall evening concerts remains etched in the
memory. And although the electricity of those live Fab Four
performances seemed completely compelling, the wonderful
thing about my West Country jazz journeys was that I could
actually hear every note and every word. The legacy of the clarity
and enjoyment of that live music is that it is something I carry
with me to this day."

jIM BRENAN (O59/64)

Like Jim Brenan, Michael attended the Bruton Subscription
concerts and well remembers Leon Goossens, celebrated
oboist, playing beautifully despite a serious facial injury in a car
crash.
As well as joining the visits to Bristol’s Colston Hall as related by
Robin Watkins, his first taste of opera was in a presentation at
King’s by ‘Opera for All,’ in full costume, sung to a piano score.
This made him want to be an opera singer. “I remember seeing
‘La Bohème‘ and ‘Cosi Fan Tutte’ and being enthralled at the
beauty and power of the human voice and the poignancy of the
drama in opera. It was on 22nd November 1963 (St. Cecilia’s
Day), at a performance of the ‘Western Ballet Theatre’ that a
murmur ran around the Sunny Hill hall that President Kennedy
had been assassinated”.
Michael sang in the Church Choir for five years and joined
the Madrigal Group as well as singing in the combined choir
with Bruton School for Girls, recalling particularly the amazing
experience of pouring out the tenor line in four-part harmonies
of Mozart’s ‘Requiem’ or ‘The Christmas Oratorio’ .
The most important person at Bruton, for Michael, was
Ernest Langley, a peripatetic brass teacher, short, with a pencil
moustache who had been a horn player in the Welsh Guards.
“Mr. Langley was an inspiration to me. He was a good teacher. I
liked him for his generosity of spirit and down-to-earth approach
to music. I loved playing the bugle, which I and others practised
daily during break, and I soon became one of the buglers who
announced, ‘Fall In’ at the start of parades and the ‘Last Post’ and
‘Reveille’ on Armistice Day.
“I took up the trumpet and later became a Sergeant in the Cadet
Band. Keith Warren-Price was splendid as our Drum Major. In
those days, there was a lot of throwing of the mace aloft. I don’t
remember Keith ever dropping it!
"I should mention, at this point, the influence of David Hindley
(Hon OB), who came to teach at Bruton when I was in the Fifth
Form. David had been a choral scholar at (I think) Selwyn College
Cambridge, and soon threw himself into the musical life of
Bruton.”

Continuing with the musical theme, Jim reminds readers from
the same King’s vintage of the King’s subscription concerts of the
time. They were shared between Bruton School for Girls, The
Hall School and King’s. The Subscription Concerts featured some
top international names. Jim says:
“When I read that professional percussionist James Blades had
recently died, I remembered a concert he gave in the Memorial
Hall in about 1962. I took this photograph at the afternoon
rehearsal, processed the film and printed the photograph
below in the school dark room and asked him to sign it after his
amazing performance.”

MICHAEL ESHELBY (B60/65)
Michael says that the Music School was the place where he felt
most at home in his five years at King’s.
The Head of Department then was Robert South, an
accomplished pianist, well known on the BBC as a soloist and
duettist with Mrs. South. He was a warm and kindly person,
softly spoken and generous with his time. Music of all sorts
flourished under Mr. South.

In later life Michael became a singer and sang professionally,
as a tenor, for five years with Queensland Opera and with the
D’Oyly Carte Opera, touring Britain and Australia, performing
eight shows a week for forty-eight weeks a year. After giving
up the stage, he became a social worker and care home
proprietor, but sang as an amateur until he was nearly seventy.
For more than ten years, he and his wife Ruth ran, and sang
with, Dorset Chamber Opera, putting on operas in country
houses and theatres.
He took up the
trumpet and cornet
again aged nearly sixty
and has been Chair
of Christchurch and
Highcliffe Brass Band
for some years.
For Michael, there is
so much pleasure in
making music and
joining in harmony with
others and he warmly
thanks King’s, Robert
South, Ernest Langley
and David Hindley for
giving him the joy of a
lifetime of music!
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PAUL FENTON
(O61/66)
Robin Watkins has written
in to tell us about Paul’s
important contribution
to medical advances in
developing countries,
improving health outcomes
for patients requiring anaesthetic procedures. The
necessary oxygen and a reliable electrical supply
are not always available, and Paul has invented a
machine which addresses these problems.
After qualifying as doctor at Guy’s in London, Paul specialised
in tropical medicine and then in anaesthesia. In the 1980s he
worked in Malawi where he became anaesthetist-in-charge
at Queen Elizabeth Central Hospital in Blantyre and went on
to found the Malawi School of Anaesthesia. He witnessed the
frequent cancellation of elective and emergency surgery, often
following road accidents or childbirth complications, due either
to compressed oxygen being insufficiently available, or because
of interruptions in the electricity supply. Existing anaesthesia
machines were old and broken, but new machines would not
work reliably without the same compressed gas and electricity.
Always interested in hands-on engineering and determined
to address these problems, Paul wondered if an alternative
design was feasible. He set himself some key appropriate
technology goals: to use the oxygen in room air with or without
a supplementary oxygen source; to be able to ventilate a patient
without the need for a compressed oxygen supply; to have a
battery as a back-up power source; and to allow for servicing
by local biomedical technicians. By the end of his tenure in
Malawi in 2001 he had demonstrated all these with the final
prototype of his Universal Anaesthesia Machine or UAM, which
included a key invention, the 'Fenton balloon inflating valve'.

He then embarked on a one-man crusade to get this special
device launched for routine use in some of the most ‘medicallychallenged’ parts of the world, where other machines cannot
reach, on a non-profit basis.
In Paul’s own words: “After the exciting breakthrough I learned
that designing something that is safe, effective and what the
user wants is the easy part. Getting it made is something else.
And even if you can make it, if the user can’t pay, who is going
to buy it?” After approaching some of the largest charities and
benefactors, on a visit to Nepal he finally found support from the
Jim Simons Foundation and a programme was agreed to trial and
manufacture a production machine, using a British manufacturer
based in Oxford. The Foundation would establish a non-profit
company, 'Gradian Health Systems', to deliver and support the
new product on a fair-price basis. Trials were undertaken in the
UK at Poole General Hospital and at several Nepalese hospitals,
and the first UAMs were delivered to Nepal in 2010.
To date over 700 machines have been distributed, chiefly in
Africa. In 2019 the landmark of a million helped patients was
passed. Paul, who finished consulting with Gradian in 2015, has
received awards from the Royal College of Anaesthetists and
the Association of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland,
and in 2014 Gradian received first prize for the UAM in the
Silicon Valley humanitarian ‘Tech Awards’, the ‘Oscars’ of health
technology inventions suitable for developing countries.
Despite such a positive beginning, the 20-year project could be
said to be still in its infancy, and Paul is keen to see far greater
take-up; “Cost is still the critical issue,” he says. Current data
suggests 90% of people in low and middle-income countries
cannot afford even basic surgical care, and these countries
comprise 75% of the planet’s 7 billion population. With this
backdrop, it could be said that the beginning has indeed only
just started.
The link here shows a UAM in use at Fort Portal Hospital in
Uganda. The Tech Awards 2014 laureate: Gradian Health Systems YouTube

JOHN MOLE (O55/60)
John has recently published ‘Thin Air’, a group of poems accumulated throughout periods of
lockdown necessitated by the virus Covid-19 between late March 2020 and February 2021.
John says: “At the outset of the pandemic, I began writing occasional sixteen-line improvisations
on the changes in my personal and social life, and my responses to them. I was particularly
fascinated by what I might call the vocabulary of the times; the word ‘lockdown’ itself and
the many words, phrases and concepts with which we became familiar – ‘restrictions’,
‘social distancing’, ‘bubbles’, ‘elbows’, ‘measures’, ‘road map’, ‘granular’ and so on. The poems
accumulated along with a situation which seemed at the same time to be putting life on hold
and to be encouraging us to notice so many small aspects of it that we had overlooked or taken
for granted before. One of the poems became a meditation on silence, another a celebration of
birdsong. Others noted and played with the language of government directives, and politicians’
often hesitant and bewildered responses to questions asked by journalists and members of the
public. This collection ‘Thin Air’ gathers and orders them into a collection which I hope gives an
overview of a difficult period in which we all learned much about the world around us, and about ourselves as we attempted to
make personal adjustments”.
Many of the poems have been posted on Instagram and as contributions to the online Plague20 journal, a record of the period
by different voices in different places (Plague20journal.com). ‘A John Mole poem is a delicate construct – its syntax and line
breaks fix a moment of intensity or record a transformation’ – John Greening, poet, in the TLS.
Thin Air (ISBN: 978-1-912524-94-5) costs £10.00 and may be ordered from Central Books Limited, Freshwater Road, Dagenham
RM8 1RX, Tel: 44 (0)845 458 9911. Email: orders@centralbooks.com W: centralbooks.com
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LLOYD WALLACE (B08/13)
Lloyd featured in the OBA magazine for his achievements in
aerial skiing in 2015 and 2018. As King’s first Olympian, all
readers will be delighted to know that Lloyd competed for
Great Britain for a second time in this year’s Beijing Winter
Olympics. With the standard higher than four years
ago in Pyeongchang and after a break of 18 months,
qualification was a very demanding and stressful
process, all the more so because in his event
at this year’s Games there were only 25 places
per sex. Due to compete were 4 Belarusians, 4
Chinese, 3 Americans, 3 Canadians, 3 Russians, 3
Swiss, 3 Ukrainians, 1 Kazakh and, as Lloyd puts
it, “me, 1 stubborn Brit”!
Lloyd Wallace scored 108.41 to put him 17th
after the first qualification run, having landed a
terrific move he had been desperate to deliver
four years ago in Pyeongchang. This involved
two different quadruple twists and triple
back-ups in the men’s aerials and at 27,
Lloyd has become the first
Brit to have ever landed
this complicated move.
A slight separation of the

FEMI FADUGBA (L00/05)
One Saturday morning in January, as the editor was attending
to the washing-up after breakfast, a presenter on Radio 4’s
‘Saturday Live’ programme suddenly announced that a certain
Femi Fadugba had been dragged out of bed at 4am to speak live
from Boston, USA, about his novel “The Upper World”. The editor
recalled the name of a bright pupil and ex-Head of School and
listened for the next hour and a half…
Femi left King’s to read Materials Science at Oxford and he
played in a winning U21 Varsity rugby team against Cambridge in
2006. Subsequently he studied at the University of Pennsylvania
where he also taught science. Eventually leaving academia
he worked in the energy sector in France, in a solar finance
company. On beginning to read fiction in his late twenties, as he
puts it: ‘something clicked,’ and he determined to teach himself
how to write. A debut science fiction novel was the result.
“The Upper World”, a book about time travel set in Peckham,
informed by the study of atoms, matter, energy and relativity.
Femi used to spend his summers and half terms at his aunt’s
house on a Peckham estate in London, and this had a big impact
on him. “As a Nigerian, there aren’t many places in the world,
including Nigeria and including most of England, where I feel so
at home,” Femi explains. “I decided I wanted to write this book
because I’d have conversations with people who would ask me
to explain quantum physics. They’d always be super fascinated
and wanted me to recommend a book, but I couldn’t find one
that I could put my hand on my heart and say: ‘You’ll dig this.’

skis did dock him points and he was unable to land his second
jump, eventually finishing 21st and missing out on one of the
12 spaces in the final.
The link below should allow the reader to fully appreciate
the incredible difficulty of the challenge Lloyd took on.
https://twitter.com/i/status/1493551093250469888
Lloyd has inherited a family legacy of exceptional
sporting achievement and is proud to take on the
mantle. His mother Jilly (née Curry) competed at
the 1992 and 1994 Winter Olympics and won 29
FIS World Cup medals, which at the time was more
than any other British skier or snowboarder. His
father Robin competed for Great Britain
at the 1988 Winter Olympics in
Calgary, Canada. His grandfather
Peter Curry competed at the
1948 Summer Olympics
in the 3000 metres
steeplechase and his
uncle Shaun Wallace
competed in track cycling
at the 1984 and 1996
Summer Olympics.

at what he has achieved so far, with his physics career and his
first ever attempt at writing fiction, very little seems impossible.
He says that being born during a civil war, experiencing his
family’s immigration struggles and the time he spent in Rwanda
and then living in difficult conditions in a council house all
contributed to his current success. “When I think about the stuff
that has happened to me, I think to myself: ‘I was given this [gift].
Enjoy yourself, take care of your mental health. But use it.’”
Richard Smyth (Hon OB), Headmaster 1993-2004, recalls
meeting Femi when he first visited King’s. “When I interviewed
him for an award, I asked him what he wanted to talk about.
He replied: ‘Quantum physics ‘. After five minutes I wrote on my
notes that we had to give him an award. He was outstanding. “

The book then leaked to Hollywood and an exciting Netflix deal
for an adaptation of the book resulted. As Femi says: “It was
exciting and also very hard to process. Even now, I still talk about
it as if it happened to someone else.”
Femi’s plans include finding a way to use music, virtual reality
and gaming to facilitate maths and physics education. Looking
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ANDREW GIBB (L56/59)
Andrew wrote in after spotting Simon Tyler’s article in King’s
Newsletter number 9, in which Simon mentioned the recent
landing of Perseverance on Mars. Here, Andrew describes the
experiences which drew him in to his life-long love of beekeeping.
‘We should never lose our sense of wonder at what can be
achieved. As Simon says, we do not have to be rocket scientists
to have a sense of wonder at our world. My curiosity at the world
around us was initiated whilst I was at King's when I was attracted
to find out about beekeeping because the Biology master at
the time kept two hives of bees on the roof of his laboratory.
Beekeeping is a hobby I have pursued ever since Ieaving King's. I
studied mechanical engineering at university, but I always found
beekeeping something completely different and really relaxing.
As my wife did not like bees near her, I could not keep hives in
the back garden, but I did keep up to 19 hives in two nearby outapiaries: in a plant nursery and in a cattle farm. My bees produced
about 4cwt of honey each year and this paid for any equipment I
needed as well as making a significant contribution to our annual
family holiday.
My main crops of honey came from suburban gardens, local trees
and shrubs (fruit trees, sweet chestnut, limes) and common land
(blackberries, Himalayan Balsam, clover, dandelions). I did not do
any migratory beekeeping taking my colonies to fruit orchards, rape
fields or heather moors. To improve my honey yield, I was mad

CHARLES
OULTON (HON OB)
Ex-Housemaster of Blackford,
has written in with an update
on his current publishing
venture, ‘Biographia’.
Charles set up his company to publish
customers’ life stories in the form of a
coffee table book. The books range in
length from 64 pages with 20,000 words
and 150 photographs to 120 pages with
38,000 words and 235 photographs.
Charles interviews the subjects of the
book, or the giver of the present about
the subjects (depending on whether it’s a
surprise), scans the photographs, writes
the narrative, then designs and produces
the book. You can contact him at info@
biographia.co.uk or on this number: 07401
058521.
Charles adds the following:
‘Since the launch, I have created a new
website which I hope will help put me on the
Google map. You can find it at https://www.
biographia.co.uk
New features include a slide show and a video
with my mother and brother Richard playing
starring roles.
To boost my Google rating, I have spent a
few months putting Biographia on various
websites, writing newspaper articles and
producing publicity fliers. It would be really
helpful if you could send details to any family
and friends you think might be interested. A
special reduced rate will apply for OBs for the
rest of 2022; anyone interested just needs to
mention the code 0603 for a 10% discount’.
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enough to study for the examinations of the British Beekeepers’
Association (BBKA). This activity paid dividends in that, by knowing
more about the annual management cycle, the main UK honey
crops, understanding disease control, bee biology and breeding
bees, my honey crop increased by over 50%, so I concluded that
this was a worthwhile effort. I went on to teach beekeeping in adult
education as well as become a BBKA examiner.
I was also invited to join the Worshipful Company of Wax
Chandlers and so became a Freeman of the City of London. This
is a livery company originally set up to control wax chandling
before gas and electric lighting and was given its first royal charter
by Richard III in 1384. Today it does a considerable amount
of charitable work supporting projects that boost community
organisations to help young people become responsible
citizens by raising their aspirations. It supports the armed forces
(Royal Navy HMS Protector, 5th Battalion of The Rifles and RAF
Coningsby) and encourages best practice in beekeeping - about a
third of the members are beekeepers.
Eventually in later life, my back started to rebel at some of the
heavy lifting that is required with certain aspects of beekeeping;
a full box of honey can weigh up to 16kg! So now, besides
maintaining a couple of hives, I give talks to adult groups, children
and young people, and examine candidates for both written and
practical beekeeping examinations.

DAVID WATTS (O95/00)
An article, part of which appears below,
was recently published in The Guardian
newspaper. This was a precursor to an
exhibition of his photographic work in
the Bruton Museum during the month of
February this year.
David and his family live on the edge of a town
in Somerset, where he works as a commercial
photographer, but when jobs dried up in April
and the children were home from school the
days took on a less predictable routine
“The spring of 2020 will forever stand out
as a strange and unique time. As the world
collectively retreated into our ‘bubbles’, our
horizons shrank, and news of the outside world
seemed abstract and hard to fathom from our
sunny, quiet corner of Somerset. Weeks merged Dave took this photograph of his
into one another as we roamed the same few
daughter Minna, five, on the daily
walk he and his wife, Frances, a
square miles of countryside between Castle
landscape artist, took with their
Cary and Bruton, an area I thought I knew well,
three young children.
but we still managed to discover new, hidden
spots right on our doorstep. The walks were
often at a snail’s pace as the children stopped to inspect every plant and turn every
stone on the hunt for insects. For once there was no real reason to hurry them
along, we had to learn to embrace the slowness and stillness, and took solace from
time out in nature, a feeling that was universal during those initial months of the
pandemic."
David started his career as a travel photographer based in London, before
moving back to Somerset, when his eldest child was born. The weeks of relative
confinement were a bittersweet time for the family with the fears and liberation of
an empty schedule. The family was sustained in part by Frances selling some work
through the Artist Support Pledge. “To start with there was a lot of anxiety, with the
pandemic and the lack of income, but then there were also these lovely sunny days
outside with the kids,” David says. His pictures capture some of that contrast – the
poignancy of living in the moment and trying not to wonder what comes next.
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NOEL NICHOLS (O52/57)

STAFF RETIREMENTS

Noel has written in with a photo taken on Abbey Field in
1952/3. He has identified some OBs as indicated below.
Perhaps readers can identify the others?

Front, left to right – William Rogers (N53/57), Martyn Campbell
(P52/57), anon. Bottom row, left to right - James Moore (O52/54),
anon, anon, Chris Coombs (O52/55), Robin Harvey (N52/56). Middle
row, left to right - anon, anon, Graham Sage (O52/54), Frank James
(O52/57) and David Seagrim (O52/56). Top row, left to right – Lionel
Bush(P53/57), John Smith (N52/56), anon and Noel Nichols (O52/57).

July 2021 saw the retirement of some other very long
serving Honorary OBs. With a total of 140 years spent at
King's supporting and caring for pupils in the Health Centre
and producing outstanding pitches, grounds and gardens,
Hon Sec, Rose Vigers- Belgeonne, presented gifts on behalf
of the OBA to Adie Davis, 32 years at King's, Tina Dycer, 30
years’ service and to Martin Eaton, sadly unwell on the day,
for 49 years hard work and dedication to high standards in
the Grounds team.

JERRY PONTIN (N56/60)
Jerry has been in contact, following the publication of
reminiscences of life in Old House as recounted in the 2021
magazine. He fondly recalls his time in New House as ‘a lucky
member of school between 1956 and 1960’. Life in New House,
he says, was very similar to that in Old - fagging - initiation
challenges - learning the school song - 18 bed open dormitories
with no heating, but for him, as an only child living on a
Dartmoor dairy farm, King’s was his family which he has loved
and cherished ever since. He still has in his wallet the School
Calendar for Summer Term 1960 - 62 years ago!
And he remains in regular touch with 9 of his "Vintage," all also
still going strong. Jerry is a retired Chartered Surveyor, latterly
with the Duchy of Cornwall.
Jerry has kindly provided the accompanying photos and hopes
that they and the account included will prove entertaining.
“In 1959, six of us in our last happy laps with King’s hired a
large motor cruiser, 'The Glint of Light', from Potter Heigham for
a week's fun together on the Norfolk Broads. In the party I recall
Paddy Hillyard (P/B57-61) who was the taker of the black

and white photo. He now lives in Northern Ireland and is an
academic professor.
That picture features 5 of us - from left to right (excluding the girls!):
Pat Longfield (O55/60), living in Australia.
Jerry Pontin (N56/60).
Chris Noel (O56/61), now retired as a Chartered Surveyor
with Knight Frank and living in London.
Chris Carr (O56/60), Chris lives in Warwickshire and features
in the photo of the 1958 Old House Rugby Team on p13 of the
2021 magazine.
Julian Walther (O56/60), now retired as a BBC sound
recording specialist, specialising in classical music. He lives in
Swanage.
We had an amazing week full of new experiences - an aquatic
pub crawl - but in particular we "met" a boat of four nurses on a
similar holiday together and shared the rest of our mutual tour
of the Broads. What fun for a boat load of teenagers from an
all-boys school whose nearest association to the opposite sex in
those days was a Sunday pm walk with a Sunny Hill Girl!”
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2021 LONDON LUNCH

Emerging into the damp chill outside
Blackfriar's station, I made my way to
our new venue, The Apothecaries' Hall
for the KSB 2021 London Lunch - an
event which was at best touch and go in
the recurring months of lockdown that
preceded it. I was so busy congratulating
myself for having navigated the tube
from Paddington (which frankly I hadn’t
needed to do since university days and
they were quite some time ago, ahem)
that I nearly missed the regal blue of the
OBA flag fluttering in the wintry breeze.
Stopping a moment to admire the cut
of the new flag (again an oft discussed
subject in the weeks preceding the
event), the door was flung open by a
fellow OB to admit me into the Hall’s
cheery and festive warmth. The party
was very much in full swing by the time I
arrived (look, I said I navigated the tube,
not excelled at it) and I was greeted by
the ever-effervescent Rose to be given
my name badge, followed by an equally
effervescent glass of fizz.
The uncertainty and fear of the COVID
pandemic was nowhere in evidence and
yet I do feel it endowed OBs with a steely
determination to attend and we were
out in force. An almost unprecedented
number of tickets had been sold; indeed,
the event was sold out in record time
– and in the end I believe 143 were
in attendance. All were in high spirits,
despite the inevitable last-minute
cancellations: alas Gareth Evans, Brian
Ashton, Ed Tickner, Adie Davis and Ian
Wilmshurst were unable to attend and
were much missed. However, the show
must go on as they say; and Chris RhysJones kicked the lunch off with Grace in
his usual inimitable fashion.
Something about which I am very proud
is being the new Vice President of the
Old Brutonian Association. Together
with Gemma Brunton, we are the first all
female President and VP in the School’s
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500+ year history. Gemma’s address to
the Hall was poignant and prescient and
much positive feedback was received
after the lunch including a comment that
“the OBA community is lively, flourishing
and well despite the challenges of the
day” and that our all-female presence
“would bring yet more value and light
to our community”. Following the loyal
toast and Gemma’s words, the School
Song and 'Jerusalem' were... shall we
say... bellowed by the attendees, the
music somewhat less audible than the
enthusiasm!
Inevitably, and after a delicious lunch,
we were turfed out onto the streets
of London and many of us hotfooted
it to the Black Friar to continue our
reminiscing. I note that the staff of the
Apothecaries’ Hall were smart enough to
serve the port by the glass rather than
the more fatal leaving of the bottle on
the table and as a result more OBs were
able to make it intact to the pub this year!
You will be pleased to note I departed
the pub around 7pm to retrace my steps
back to Paddington, arriving in time to
see my train departing without me.
I must of course extend my thanks
to all involved: The OBA committee
of course but most particularly Rose
Vigers-Belgeonne and Emilie Head for
their organisation, help and cheery
dispositions; nothing is ever too much
trouble, and we are ever grateful. Gemma
Brunton for her leadership, David
Fleming for his advice and guidance
and Michael West for so kindly sourcing,
storing and delivering the wine – a key
element in proceedings as I’m sure you
will agree.
Lastly, I would like to thank you, the OBs,
for your attendance but most particularly
for agreeing to pay the higher price this
year for the lunch. We made you aware
that the London Lunch is subsidised by the
OBA and asked those who felt they might
like so to do to contribute the full amount
and you rose to the challenge without
hesitation. I am pleased to report that
the lunch this year broke even, perhaps I
gather with even a tenner to spare.
We look forward to seeing you again this
year, 2nd December as I recall, so do save
the date.
Janey de Nagle Costello (W95/97)
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THE 2021 LONDON LUNCH:

John Kai-Fleming (B88/93) decribes the 30-year reunion
of the 1991 KSB rugby tour to New Zealand and Fiji
“Rugby is the greatest of all games demanding fitness,
teamwork, skill and courage. It is a physical collision game, a
close contact game. Possibly it is because of these factors that,
through rugby, one makes lasting friends. A tour provides the
best opportunity of all to do this – don’t miss it. Train hard, play
hard, play fair. If you win, win with humility; if you lose, do so
with dignity. Off the field visit as many places as you can, meet
as many people as possible, enjoy your tour. For the experience
will remain with you for the rest of your days and the friends
you make will last a lifetime.”
So reads an entry in the 1991 tour brochure, penned by the
then RFU President, Captain Michael Pearey, RN. Thirty years
later and a text message popped up on my phone: “Hello chaps,
it’s the 30-year anniversary this year of NZ/Fiji...”
People were
tracked down,
plans were made
and remade. It was
finally decided to
approach the OBA
to see if we could
hold the reunion
at the annual
London Lunch, as
we had done for
our twenty-year
reunion. 2021 was
rapidly coming
to an end and it
was felt that the
opportunity to
meet up with a
wider group of OBs
at the Lunch might
entice a few extra
attendees whilst
also avoiding a
The 1991 rugby tour squad
clash of events. The
OBA Committee
duly agreed to host
us and for this we owe great thanks.
Two weeks out and an amazing 25 of the original 33-strong tour
squad from thirty years ago had committed to attend, including
all four masters who toured. Spouses had been placated and
employers had been told. In the case of one who is now a
teacher and was quite worried about missing a day in term, the
school were informed that he quite simply ‘had to attend an
extremely important educational meeting’. Four of the group
had to pull out at the last minute for personal reasons but
glasses were raised in their absence and to those others also
unable to attend. Hopefully we will see some of them at the
next reunion.
The Lunch was the usual wonderful affair, from the moment
of arrival into the drinks reception and on through the main

event. The OBA had kindly arranged to put us all on a table
together and people came and went, swapping seats to catch
up with friends between courses. There was much chat and
recollection, some personal achievements no doubt heavily
embellished, the games that were won, the games that got
away, the characters we met and the incredible friendliness
and generosity of our hosts wherever we went, the more brutal
training sessions and of course all the episodes and moments
of fun that were had.
The intervening thirty years have seen some change, mainly
in hairline, hair colour and amplitude, but not so much in
character. The friendship and camaraderie rooted in a shared
experience from thirty years ago was still very much in evidence
and it was fantastic to catch up and find out about what
everyone is doing
with their lives,
about families and
children who are
rapidly growing up.
A truly wonderful
afternoon spent
in great company,
tempered only by
the fact that it was all
over so quickly.
After the Lunch
concluded we drifted
to a local pub along
with many other
attendees to carry
on catching up,
swapping stories,
and enjoying relived
memories over
a few additional
beverages. Some set
off early for other
engagements, some
carried on deep into
the night, and one
even missed his flight back to Dublin; airport security taking too
much of an interest in why the name tag on a borrowed tour tie
didn’t match the name in his passport, culminating in a full body
search and an irrecoverable delay.
Mr Beadles, Headmaster in 1991, joined our table for the lunch
and he later sent a card which played back nicely the words
with which we set off on tour thirty years ago: “It was a treat to
see you all at that splendid London Lunch. What a turnout! It
was a great lunch – an affirmation of the remarkable bonds of
friendship forged at King's.”
A massive thankyou to everyone who made this possible; to
Emilie and Rose for their support and help and to Gemma,
Peter and the wider OBA Committee for agreeing to host us.
Thank you all so very much for making it possible!
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THE RE-ENACTMENT

Bill Burrough (O67/72) and Simon Tyler (L67/72)
Bill and Simon read with some interest Hannah
Branfoot’s article “Re-enactment and Me” on
page 63 of The Dolphin 2021.
Bill says: “There was a time when King’s had its own Royalist
Company of Foote. Originally, we were part of Sir Bevil Grenville’s
Regiment in the Sealed Knot Society with Count Nikolai Tolstoy
as our Colonel. Subsequently, Nikolai had a falling out (he was
always a larger-than-life character who would invariably greet
you with a “Russian bear hug”) with Brigadier Peter Young (the
founder of the Sealed Knot Society). Nikolai then formed the
King’s Army of the West, and we became part of Sir Thomas
Lunsford’s Regiment of Foote.
“We re-enacted numerous engagements around Somerset
including on Babylon Hill in Yeovil and in Lansdown in Bath
(where Sir Bevil Grenville was killed with a poleaxe and a
monument to him was erected in 1714) and some of us travelled
further afield to larger battles such as Edgehill. Many of us
continued with battles all around the country well after leaving
school which was a good way of keeping in touch with other
OBs. Weekends dressing up in 17th century costume, camping
with thousands of other like-minded revellers and taking over
all the local pubs were great fun. While I now live in Australia,
online images of the English Civil War societies suggest that this
escapist form of recreation is still being enjoyed 50 years on.”
Simon Tyler consulted his rather sparsely annotated diary of
1971 and discovered that Battle was joined on Abbey Field and
The Glebe, (near where the Headmaster’s house now is), more
than 50 years ago, on Sunday 28th November 1971.
“The Battle of Bruton was officially fought between Companies
of Sir Beville Grenville’s Regiment under Count Nikolai Tolstoy
and roundhead contingents of Alexander Popham’s regiment
(established in 1969 by Dr John Wroughton, later Headmaster of
King Edward’s School, Bath). The roundheads were a good deal
better equipped than the KSB company, since they had helmets
and even halberds. On our side we had evidently been keeping
some worthy seamstresses busy making scratch uniforms, with
white collars and blue sashes. School socks were also certainly in
evidence, together with a variety of headgear. Bill as Lieutenant
was perhaps the best armed and best dressed! Uniform in
the 1640s was not universal amongst Civil War regiments,
or commanders, which in the Battle of Marston Moor, 1644,
allowed Sir Thomas Fairfax, a Parliamentarian commander, to

Bill Burrough, Nick Ewing, Steve Sutton, Andy Clapp, Paul Lecky-a Sealed
Knot battle away from Bruton

escape through Royalist ranks by removing his white token
which the roundheads were using in their hats as a field sign.
“A re-enactment, as Hannah would agree, is the closest
anyone will ever come to living history. We got familiar with the
language: “Have a Care” when forming up, “March On” instead of
“Quick March”, and cries like “Church and the Lords!” and “Pox
on Parliament!” to demoralise the Parliamentarians. Standing in
the front row of a regiment of pikemen, facing serried ranks of
the enemy in red, such as the much-feared Waller’s Regiment,
was one of the most terrifying things I’ve ever done. The process
is this: you hold your pike at high port, the point upwards. At the
command to advance you bring your pike down, pointing at the
enemy. Shortly before engaging, the command is given to high
port, or “comport” your pike so that you don’t kill anyone. Of
course, in the 1640s, regiments were “at push of pike” for hours,
till one side gave way. In the Battle of Bruton we were also at
push of pike, but supposedly safely with the points uppermost.
No-one was killed!”

Bill Burrough

A parley during the Bruton Skirmish

THE BURROUGHS AT KING’S
Andrew Leach started his teaching career at King’s in 1966 just
as Bill also arrived. Andrew’s research reveals that Bill came
from a family of great sportsmen, many of whom attended
King's, and nearly all became lawyers.
Bill's grandfather, William, came to King's in the late 1880s,
and went on to play cricket for Somerset, and became a
solicitor.
Bill's father, Charles, was at King's in the early 1920s. Again,
he was a great games player who went on to play Rugby
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for Somerset and served on the Executive Committee of
Somerset CCC. He was a solicitor
Bill's uncle, Herbert, was probably the best sportsman of
the lot. He captained cricket and hockey at King's, went up
to Cambridge, played cricket for Somerset and hockey for
England. He too became a solicitor.
Bill adds “My cousin Richard Vallance (B60/64) - also a lawyer!
- was Captain of Boxing at King’s. One of my aunts, Rosemary
Moore (née Burrough), was as I recall a Matron.”
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EDWIN BRISTOW (O43/48)
1930 - 2021
Edwin Bristow, most loyal and generous
of Brutonians, died on October 1st,
2021, in Nairobi.
Edwin was born in Northumberland on
30th December 1930, while his parents
were on leave from Kenya. They had
emigrated there for Edwin’s father to
work in the Police. Edwin was brought
up in Nairobi but was sent to England at
the age of eight to recover from a severe
asthmatic illness. He was caught by the
start of the war and ended up remaining
in England for over a decade, looked
after by his aunt and uncle who owned
the opticians in Frome and had no
children of their own. He came to King’s
School in 1943, at that time a small
school under the caring and youthful
headmastership of Rupert Martin. The
distance from his parents and siblings at
this formative stage, together with the
difficult time for the country in the war,
built his love of King’s School. Its support
for him was a key factor in his support of
it over many subsequent years. It gave
him stability, a sense of belonging, and
friendships for life.
Edwin spent a year in the Junior
School, then in Plox House, before
moving to Old House, at first under Peter
Vasey and then under John and Mary
Tyndall, who acted almost as surrogate
parents. He had a successful school
career ending as a School Prefect, and
playing in the Hockey and Cricket 1st XIs,
and in the Rugby XV, a game at which he
excelled – as a forward at that time.

Edwin went on to Newcastle
University to read law, passing his
final examinations in 1953. He played
rugby for the Northern Club and for
Northumberland – in the centre or at full
back.
He returned to Kenya in late 1953
and joined the law firm of Kaplan and
Strattan for whom he worked for the
rest of his working life, becoming one of
Kenya’s leading advocates. He married
his wife, Jeanne, in 1960, and they had
one son, now also a lawyer in a leading
London law firm.
He became very prominent in rugby
circles, playing for the Nondescripts
Club and for the Kenya Simba team, and
eventually for East Africa. Indeed, he
played at left wing in August 1955 for
East Africa against the British and Irish
Lions. He later became a valued and
prominent administrator, as President of
the Nondescripts and President of both
the East Africa RFU and the Kenya RFU at
different times.
I first met Edwin in 1984 having
just been appointed as the next
Headmaster of King’s School to take over
in September 1985. I was managing
a cricket tour to Kenya and Edwin
discovered this and insisted on having us
all – we took our three children – to stay.
I felt somewhat daunted at this, but we
were, as many Brutonians were, made
warmly welcome by the most generous
of hosts.
Edwin was a most engaging and
convivial personality. He was fun loving,
with impeccable manners, and very
much a people person who connected
with all ages and maintained friendships
assiduously. He adored the big outdoors
and always took guests to game parks
or shared his passion for fly-fishing. He
was also a great philatelist with a highquality collection of rare stamps and
had a similarly impressive collection of
specialist rare books on Africa.
Edwin maintained his strong
attachment to King’s, to the staff that
looked after him, and to the many
friends he made during his years at the
school. He travelled back regularly for
Old Brutonian dinners and gatherings,
retained links with the local area forged
when growing up with his aunt and
uncle, enjoyed visits to Twickenham and
seeing the wider family in London. He
loved, of course, to entertain anyone

connected to the school visiting Kenya.
He was also instrumental in helping us
develop the very strong links with Kenya
by organising gatherings of possible
parents in the Muthaiga Club. He always
wanted to know the names of the many
boys and girls who were destined for
King’s School so that he could make
contact and encourage and reassure
them – and usually send them a copy of
the latest Dolphin magazine.
But he also went further than that.
Edwin was always thankful for the care
and financial support provided by
his uncle and aunt and fervent in his
passion for education. He was a most
generous man in the perfect altruistic
way, and he was known to try and find
ways to help if someone might suddenly
not be able to afford education at King’s.
This tribute comes from one such.
‘Salvation came in the form of one of the
most extraordinarily generous men that
I have, or ever expect, to meet. Despite
only knowing my family in passing,
Edwin, on hearing of my father’s sudden
death, decided that I was going to be a
King’s School boy. In doing so, Edwin
was pivotal, as he changed the course
of my life. King’s gave me a special
education and a clear purpose for my
future.’
A final story. In my first term as
Headmaster Edwin, back in the country
for the international rugby, came to
watch a match at King’s. ‘Why have you
got such ridiculously small rugby posts?’
he asked. I said that I agreed, but that
the Bursar, a canny Northerner, had said
firmly that I could not spend any money
on extras until I had proved that I could
keep the school full. ‘Hm!’ said Edwin.
A few days later, the Bursar came in to
say that an extraordinary delivery had
arrived – a set of very long rugby posts.
‘Did I know where they came from?’ The
Bristow posts, to my knowledge, still
stand!
The school needs to give thanks to
this delightful benefactor, whose loyalty
and generosity testifies to the best that
King’s School offers in providing a special
community and enduring friendships.
Thank you, Edwin!
Tony Beadles (Hon OB, Headmaster of
King’s 1985-1992)
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DAVID MICHAEL HEMING (O56/59)
1943 – 2021
Michael died after a short illness on the
27th of May 2021 in St Peter’s Hospice,
Bristol. I remember him when we were in
Old House together in the mid-1950s. Our
paths didn’t cross again until about 25
years ago when we were both members
of the Arts Society which was known as
the Bristol Savages,
Michael, we actually knew him as David
then, like his brother Chris arrived from
XIV School in CLifton, Bristol, a popular
feeder school for King’s. Rugger, playing
for the first XV and swimming where he
held the school back stroke record for
many years, were his main interests.
However, his full potential was never
realised, as like so many of that era, he left
early to join the family business of Bristol
fish merchants, William Brokenbrow,
where his dedication to the firm, rising
before dawn every day, was much
appreciated by his staff and customers.
He continued to play rugby for many
years with Clifton Rugby Club and at the
same time developed his other interest
in the stage with the Bristol Light Opera
Company. Starting as a props boy, lighting
became his speciality and this led him to
become stage manager for their major
productions at the Hippodrome
He was a third generation ‘Savage’,
and someone who wholeheartedly did
anything that was required, involving
himself with whatever needed to
be organised. What I saw during my
friendship with him was his constant
desire and dedication to improve
his skill at whatever task he was
undertaking whether it was growing his
roses, nurturing his classic cars or his
oil painting. This was particularly the
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case with the latter, with his exhibits of
some superb work on classic cars of
his own and those of friends. He will be
remembered driving his Alvis at King’s at
the recent open days.
He was elected President of the Savages’
Society in September 2020 following
which he spent many hours over the
next 18 months steering it through the
difficulties of lockdown, making weekly
communications with members and
changing its name and direction for the
admission of lady members, 125 years
after its foundation.
He still found time to be a devoted
husband to Daphne, whom he married
in February 1973, and as a father and
grandfather. On 14th September, St
Mary’s church in Stoke Bishop witnessed
a thanksgiving service at which 150 of
his many friends were finally able to say
farewell to someone who had played a
part in so many aspects of their lives.
Roger Gallannaugh (O54/57), has kindly
submitted this obituary for Michael.

describes Michael as ‘a (laid-back) prefect
in Priory when I arrived in 1950 and an
artist of note at King’s even then’.
Painter, draughtsman, printmaker and
teacher, Michael was born and lived
in London. Following his education at
King’s he studied at St Martin’s School of
Art and then worked for the advertising
agency Charles Hobson and Associates
before joining the marketing department
of Iliffe Press. He was a member of the
Printmakers’ Council and showed, among
others, at the Royal Academy, at the
Arnolfini Gallery in Bristol and in the 1967
John Moores Liverpool Exhibition. Michael
taught at Ravensbourne College of Design
for 30 years until 1996. The Victoria &
Albert Museum, public galleries in Hull,
Leeds and Liverpool and a large number
of educational authorities hold examples
of his work which includes hard-edge
colour-field paintings and prints, OpArt, wall-based constructions and later
more Fauvist-style works. (With thanks to
ARTBIOGS.CO.UK)
Some readers may remember Peter John
Stokoe (O/P42/48) who was Michael’s
brother at King’s.

DAVID BRUCE-GARDYNE (N51/55)
1937 – 2021

Grey balls, 1966

MICHAEL STOKOE (P46/51)
1930-2020
Michael, artist and lecturer, died
peacefully on 12th January 2020, aged 87.
Husband of Gillian and father of Giles and
Susie and grandfather of Luc and Evie, the
news of his death reached us too late for
publication last year.
Peter Bond (P50/54) has written in to
remind us of Michael’s artistic talents. He

David died peacefully at Winslow House,
Nailsworth, on 15th October, aged 84. His
funeral service took place at Westerleigh
Crematorium on 12th November.
Tommas Graves supplied the following
tribute and reminiscences.
‘David joined me in New House, in the
same form. We went through the school
together, often sharing dormitories.
Well-built and very practical, he was
not particularly sporty or academic but,
in any argument he would defend his
position strongly.
'The lathe in the hobbies club was his
delight and my enduring picture is him
standing on one foot, the other on the
treadle, making things for hours.
'I was a keen butterfly collector, and my
friend Anthony Kirke (O50/56) was the
‘Prof’, a true inventor! Somehow it came
about that the Bursar, David Hickley, set
up a small shed next to the gym. It even
had gas and electricity. We kept mice at
first until they bred too fast. After the
Prof’s homemade firework made a hole
in the roof the Bursar found us a small

OBITUARIES
lean-to near Old House. He also found
us a large treadle lathe. It had a large
flywheel, which took some getting going.
And we had a treadle fret saw, with which
we made 3D jigsaw puzzles.
'After school we joined a Varsity and
Public School’s week sailing in the Broads.
In the evenings we all resorted to the
Commodore’s boat for a singsong of sea
shanties. David went on to Agricultural
College. I went to London to be articled
to a firm of Chartered Accountants. We
had two weekends staying at B-G’s home
in Farnham Common. His mother baked
her own bread which was delicious. We
were shown his father’s 7-acre orchard.
Happily, my sister stayed with a family
living just along the same road, and we
combined for a rather riotous boat trip
on the Thames.
'David then bought a farm near
Gloucester, which we visited with the
Kirkes one very cold winter day. It had
a good stone farmhouse, and pigs and
sheep. Later when Anthony’s father
died, it had to be sold in order allow his
sisters to inherit. I think he then moved
into Outward Bound jobs. When my first
son, Peter was born, David became his
godfather. Peter, when aged 12, founded
a Commando Club at school, and
David found us a camping spot on the
Applecross Estate on the Isle of Skye. He
also led parties in caving expeditions, with
hair-raising stories ever after.
'When Peter was 21, David explained
that his godfather had given him £1000
to further his career; now David did the
same for Peter.
'I later became single again and took
my four children for a summer holiday
arranged by David, which was a sailing
week north of Skye. He was captain and
had another man as crew. We tried to sail
to the Outer Hebrides, but the weather
turned against us, so we had to sail back
to Loch Torridon. A great introduction to
sailing for the children and me.
'In more recent years, David had an
accident where he slipped and broke his
hips. As he was looking after his sister,
they were both taken into hospital and
then to a nursing home. His sister later
died there, and David never really fully
recovered, and it was here that he also
died.’
Rest in Peace, Old Friend
Tommas Graves (Plox/N44/55)

jOHN HENRY MILES (N82/86)
1967 - 2021

On the rollercoaster of life, many of us
hide in a rear carriage, hold on as tight as
possible, and keep our eyes tightly shut.
Not so John. Instead, he stood at the front:
arms extended (a glass of fine wine in one
hand and an obscure, pungent cheese in
the other), eyes wide open, relishing every
second and grinning from ear-to-ear. Every
moment was savoured, experienced to the
full. It was a life too short but - in 53 years John lived more life than most of us could in
a hundred.
From the first time I saw John, aka
“Porky”, owning the stage in his unique
L6th portrayal of Bottom in ‘A Midsummer
Night’s Dream’, to when he welcomed
me on my first day at King’s a few months
later outside New House, we became
close friends. Little did I know that this
extraordinary performer, with his booming
voice and big heart would go on to achieve
great things and make such an impact on
so many peoples’ lives, embracing all with
passion, glee and exuberant enthusiasm.
He was one of these rare and exceptional
people who found wonder in everything - in
art, theatre, travel, music, fine foods and
antique shops - even Fulham Football Club.
On leaving King’s, with a degree from
Reading University, John kicked off his 30year career in the investment brokerage
market in Paris and then returned to
London and worked at Chase & Partners,
eventually co-founding CWM retail property
consultants in 2007. As Managing Partner
of the CWM Investment team, he was an
incredible leader and a highly respected
surveyor, loved and admired by colleagues,
peers and clients alike.
John was never deterred by matters of
inconvenient timing, the requirement to
prioritise career, the worries of apparent
extravagance, or the suppressive force of
‘being sensible’. Instead, he invested in life,

hiring an E-type Jaguar to drive to a wedding
4 hours away, impervious to the obvious
impracticalities and costs ‘because it will be
fun’. He pulled on an old leather jacket to go
to a ZZ Top concert at Wembley ‘because
it is happening’. He would even spend a
whole weekend making jam - ‘because it
will be delicious’. For John, nothing was too
difficult, too far, too last minute or too trivial.
He raised huge sums of money for charity,
cycling from John O’Groats to Lands’ End in
the teeth of the Beast from the East, as well
as his annual 400-mile rides with Ride25.
Alongside his zest for life and his myriad
passions, the true love of John’s life was his
family: his wife Liz, his daughter Georgia and
their beloved dog, Pickles. He was always
great company, a permanent twinkle in his
eyes and flashing smile - the perfect partner
in crime at a long lunch (of which we shared
many), as he balanced his love for the comic
and eccentric with a passion for the theatre,
even training as an opera singer, both
talents inherited by his daughter.
John will be missed enormously: his
generosity, charisma, his larger-than-life
character and his very dear friendship. A
“man for all seasons”, he was, above all,
a kind man. He was just as comfortable
speaking with a Chairman as with a Child,
to a Goalkeeper or to a Game Keeper. He
lived a full, if tragically short life. His final
moments were on his favourite holiday,
surrounded by his family and close friends,
doing what he loved. Having known him has
made my life a better one. We will all have
more enjoyable, more colourful and more
rewarding lives having had the privilege to
know him. And nobody’s Bottom was, or will
ever be, quite like John’s.
Helena Sampson (W85/87)

MALCOLM
KIRKE
(P/O37/42
and 42/47)
Malcolm died
20 June 2021
after a short
illness at the age
of 91. He had
been living in the Philippines for the last
30 years with his 3rd wife, Rosemarie (née
Pacampara). He leaves a daughter and
three sons. His death was reported by his
brother Anthony.
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BIRTHS

WALTON, JOHN (O94/99) to Fintan
Horan-Stear. They currently live in
central France and plan to marry in a
year or so.

KEAN, JONATHAN (B94/99) welcomed
a daughter three weeks before his
brother (Richard) welcomed Harry!

WHITE, JOSH (L11/15) to GLOVER,
LAUREN (W13/15). He proposed on
19 October 2021.

KEAN, RICHARD (B92/97) welcomed
his fourth child, Harry Owen Reece
Kean during 2021.

WEDDINGS

TICKNER, BEN (O94/99) and partner
Kate have a daughter, Poppy, born
December 2021, sister to Charlie.

LAWSON, JAMES (O98/03) and
LAWSON, ELLEN (née TROTT) (A98/03)
have a son, Jonty, born at the Walter
Reed National Military Medical Centre,
USA on 16 March 2021, a brother to
Alexandra.
LE BLANC, FABRICE (L09/14) and wife
Alina Shamgulova welcomed daughter
Émilie Georgina, 20 April 2021.

LEWIS, SOFIE (P/A 03/08) and partner
Chris, welcomed daughter Ella into the
world on 31 January 2022.
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WATTS, ANNA (W02/7) and Fred Baty
have a daughter, Edith Coralie
Alexandra, born 18th March 2022.

BALLARD, THOMAS (L08/13) married
Antonia in Brympton D'Evercy in June
2021. They spent the night before the
wedding at the Hauser & Wirth
farmhouse.

ENGAGEMENTS
DE NAGLE COSTELLO, JANEY (W95/97)
to Count Simon de Borchgrave
d’Altena. They have recently moved to
Bath. Janey is now Vice President of
the OBA.

OSBORNE, LAUREN (P08/13) to
Thomas Wehrle. They are to be
married in July 2022 in Trudoxhill,
Somerset.

BUNDAY, RUPERT (L04/09) married
Ellie Kerr on 10 July 2021 at St. Peter’s,
Leck, in the Yorkshire Dales. Also
attending the wedding from King’s
were Ed Collins (B05/10), Nick Bunday
(Housemaster of Blackford since 2011),
Ali Redwood (A07/09), Joe Collins
(B04/09), Miles Damant (B04/09), Win
Wilmot (B04/09), Emily Saunders
(A07/09), Jake Bunday (L07/12), Tom
Allright (L04/09) and Gilly Bunday
(Registrar since October 2019,
previously, OBA Assistant Secretary for
6 years).
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PANGBOURNE, KATE (W80/83)
married Jeremy Cresswell in a back
garden post-lockdown wedding on 3
July 2020.

MARSHALL, FREDDIE (O06/11) married
Lily Rudman on 2 January 2022. Ollie
Trist (O06/11) was in attendance.

DEATHS

COSBY, JULIAN (B00/05) married
Caroline Culbert on 21 August 2021, at
Mapperton House in Dorset. Rory
Trevis (O00/05), Tom Smith (B00/05),
Dominic Pudney (N00/05), Charlie
Bonham Christie(O00/05), Dave
McGahey (O01/05), Oliver Harris
(B00/05) and Jay Hoare (B05/10) were
in attendance. The marquee was
erected by OBs John Ironmonger
(N99/04) and Charlie Ironmonger
(N04/07) (Taddle Farm Tents).
HUGHES, SAM (B09/14) married
Lyndsey Hughes (née Revill) on 28
August 2021 at St Mary’s, Alverstoke.

BLESSLEY, DAVID (N56/61) died on
10 October 2021. having survived
Parkinson's for the past 25 years. He
enjoyed telling his son, Keith, about his
time at King’s, including how he nearly
burnt down the new science block having
knocked over some paraffin and how he
and a number of school friends watched
The Queen's Coronation by climbing an
apple tree to peek through a window at a
rare television set.
THOMPSON, EDWARD (L95/00)
married Emilie Millington on 21 May
2021 in a small wedding. The three
best men were his son (Felix McGeeThompson), Henry Hobhouse (P95/00)
and Peter Lovell (B95/00). He and
Emilie welcomed a son, Albert Arthur
(Bertie) to the world on 10 August 2021.

PAYNE, CHARLIE (L08/13) married Luci Clements at Horsington Church on 30th
October 2021. It was a wonderful day with many OBs in attendance including
Charlie's uncles, Gerrard Matthews (P76/81) and Nick Matthews (P76/8). Clive
Hazzard (O76/79), Sophie Gartell (W15/19), Becca Ffookes(W12/14), Lauren Glover
(W11/15), Archie Coulsey-Belgeonne (B19/21), Fred Ward (L10/12), Josh White
(L10/15) and OBA Hon Sec Rose Vigers (Hon OB) were also present.

BRISTOW, EDWIN (O43/48), died
October 1st, 2021, in Nairobi. See
obituaries.
BRUCE-GARDYNE, DAVID LEE (N51/55)
died 15 October 2021. See obituaries.
BURDGE, WILLIAM (BILL) (O46/50)
died 21 October 2021 aged 88. Devoted
husband to his late wife Jane, loving
father of Julie, Maria, Sarah and Ian,
wonderful grandad of Jon, Chris, Grace,
Joy, Titus, Oliver, Laura and Flo and good
friend to so many. A wonderful, positive,
gentle and cheerful man of faith, Bill will
be greatly missed by his family and many
friends.
DAVIES, MARTIN PAUL (L60/65)
Elisabeth Davies has notified us that her
husband, Martin died of Covid on 19
August 2021. She says that Martin once
took her to King’s to a Reunion weekend
where he met an old friend, Bob Eshelby
(B60/65), last seen on their last day at
King’s. Martin had many stories about his
time at school - one of his favourites was
about writing to the Canadian Embassy
about how to build an igloo which a
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group of them did on the cricket pitch.
Its remains were still there when the
summer term started. This may have
influenced his great love of Canada, a
country they visited many times.
HAWES, STUART (O51/55) died in 2021.
No other information is known.
HOWELL, JOHN (P41/44) has died. No
other information is known.
LUCKWILL, ROGER (L56/62) died 22 July
2021. He passed away peacefully after a
short battle with cancer. Having received
his PhD in Zoology at Swansea University,
Roger moved to Dublin in 1968 to
become a lecturer at Trinity College, a job
he remained in for his whole working life.
Following his retirement, he and his wife
Sheila remained in Dublin and celebrated
their Golden Wedding in 2018. Roger was
a keen birdwatcher and photographer,
hobbies he started during his time at
King’s. Very interested in folk music and
dance, he taught himself to play the
fiddle and was a key member of Dublin
City Morris Dancers for many years.
Roger and Sheila loved travelling and
in recent years Roger’s lifelong dream
came true when he visited the Galapagos
Islands, taking thousands of photos
of the unique birdlife there. Roger will
be sadly missed by his wife Sheila and
children Anthony and Hazel.
JENKINS, DR. GLYNN (Head of Music)
died 30th March 2022. An obituary will be
published next year. News of this came
as the magazine was going to press.
KIRKE, MALCOLM
(P/O37/42 and 42/47) died 20 June 2021
after a short illness at the age of 91. He
had been living in the Philippines for the
last 30 years with his 3rd wife, Rosemarie
(née Pacampara). He leaves a daughter
and three sons. His death was reported
by his brother Anthony.
MANN, STUART (N48/52) died 14 May
2021 aged 86 in East Surrey Hospital,
after a brief battle with cancer. Stuart is
survived by his wife Deirdre, son Alisdair,
and three grandchildren, Isabelle, Thea
and Isaac. Stuart’s wonderful memories
of life at King’s included his time as
captain of the fencing team, his passion
for which he passed on to his eldest
granddaughter who went on to also
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represent her school at fencing. After
national service in the Royal Marines,
Stuart settled down to a career in sales,
mostly working for Bowaters Paper
Mills. Fortunate enough to be able to
retire early, he and Deirdre spent 10
years in Mallorca before returning to
the UK to live in Ashurst Wood, near
East Grinstead. He will be remembered
by many for his kindness, warmth
and generosity of spirit. His death was
reported by his son, Alisdair.
MURRAY, DRUMMOND MACLEOD
(P/L51/55)
died 28 August
2020. The
news below is
drawn from an
original article
in The Ceylon
Association
(Tea Growers and Planters) Bulletin
293, August 2021 and was reported by
David Graham (O60/65). Drummond
was born in the UK to Hilda and John
Murray following their return from
working in Colombo. After attending
Newlands Preparatory School, Seaford,
he went to King’s where he became
friends with Dan (P51/54) and Nick
(P52/55) Brabner, spending many happy
holidays at Gliffaes Hotel, their home
in Wales. At Bruton his sporting talents
came to the fore and he captained all
the main sports. In 1955 he returned
to Ceylon to start his tea planting
career in the Bogowantalawa area,
becoming Assistant Superintendent on
the Theresia Estate in 1956. His time in
Ceylon was very special to him, he loved
the country and the lifestyle, making
lifelong friends, especially amongst
the rugby playing fraternity. He played
for Dickoya and Upcountry teams,
earning mention in the local press for
his kicking ability. Moving to Australia,
he settled in Melbourne where he
started a career in marketing, working
for several companies before joining
McCormick Spices where he became
Marketing Manager, Australia. He met
his future wife Valerie there and their
two daughters were born in Melbourne.
His family became the cornerstone
of his life and included their four
grandchildren. Later visiting Sri Lanka

with one of their daughters and family,
Drummond and Valerie were given
a warm return welcome at Theresia
where they stayed in one of the Tea
Trails Bungalows, (Tientsin), overlooking
Theresia. In the mid-70s Drummond
transferred to the UK to work for
McCormick Foods, aiming to improve
their market share, and he oversaw the
purchase of Schwartz. His career took
him around the world including a year in
Hong Kong with the family and his work
with the British Trade Commission was
recognised with an invitation to a garden
party at Buckingham Palace. Latterly he
became a partner in a coffee company,
Café du Monde, which grew from
strength to strength. His retirement
was spent happily enjoying the social
life of North Yorkshire, visits from his
family, exploring Europe with friends
and playing golf and bridge. Drummond
died in the home he loved, with photos
of his Ceylon bungalow around the
room in which he regaled his many
visitors with stories of his time there.
MILES, JOHN (N81/86) died in 2021. See
obituaries.
STOKOE, MICHAEL (P46/51) died 12
January 2021. See obituaries.
PINNEY, HENRY JOHN (N50/55) died
22 October 2021 after several months of
illness.
THOMAS, ALEX (P80/83) died tragically
in a house fire in 2003. No other
information is known.
THOMSON, DAVID (N47/52) died 12
December 2020. No other information is
known.
WEBSTER, JOHN (N46/50) died 29 April
2017. This was reported by Geoffrey
Jarman (N45/50).
WILLIAMS, AMY (P13/18) passed
away in very sad circumstances on
the 30th March 2022 after a long fight
with illness. Her family were with her
and Amy was aware they were around
her. Close family were due to hold a
funeral service in the following week; a
subsequent memorial service in Bruton
was also being planned.
YOUNG, ANGUS (N47/51) died in 2015.
His daughter reported this news in 2021.

SHOP

‘Treasures of King’s Bruton’ Book
£35.00 (Collected from King’s) or £43.00 (Posted)

Socks - Dark Blue & Pale Blue
£10.00 plus P&P

OBA Tie - Crested
£25.00 plus P&P
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All available from:

w w w. k i n g s b r u t o n . c o m / s h o p

Boxed Wooden Presentation Pen
£12.00 plus P&P

King’s Bruton Cufflinks - T Bar
£30.00 plus P&P

Apron
£15.00 plus P&P

Mug
£15.00 plus P&P

OBA Bow Tie
£21.00 plus P&P

OBA Brooch
£5.00 plus P&P
Old Brutonian Blazers

Socks - Dark Blue, Pale Blue & Gold
£10.00 plus P&P

Umbrella £24 plus P&P

OBA Tie - Striped
£20.00 plus P&P

Jute Bag £1.00 plus P&P

Anniversary Mug 500 th
£15.00 plus P&P

Are you interested in ordering an
OBA Blazer? We have sold out
of our current stock, and are now
asking OBs to email
oba@kingsbruton.com if they
would like to register their interest
Depending on the response, we
will need to order a run of fabric
and find a suitable tailor. Cost of
the blazer T.B.C - previous blazers
cost in the region of £300 each.

The Queen's Visit to King's Bruton Book
£30.00 plus P&P

King's Bruton Pen
£3.00 plus P&P
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NEWS OF OLD BRUTONIANS
50s
ADAMS, CHRIS (O/L54/59) is living
in Bristol, married to Eileen and
has 5 children (all married) and 12
grandchildren.
HEYS, JOHN (P52/53) visited the School
in September 2021 and enjoyed his tour
immensely. He has published his book
‘My Journey through life’ on Amazon and
is currently living in the Channel Islands.
POTTS, JIM (L58/63) has been busy
writing over the last four years. Three of
his recent books (published by Colenso
Books) are This spinning world (2019),
Reading the signs (2020) and Words
on the table (2021). Jim and his wife
Maria have lived in Dorchester for 12
years and his wife is also an author of
two books. They were both co-editors
of the Roving Press anthology Dorset
Voices. Jim has also been a community
writer for the Dorset Echo, Poet-atLarge for Keep 106 Ridgeway Magazine
Programme and writes for the William
Barnes Society website, amongst other
things! Prior to becoming an author,
Jim served for 25 years with The British
Council, and his writing about his
experiences in Eastern Europe and
Communist Czechoslovakia including
the activities of the Secret Police appear
in both his stories and poems.
TWINING-HARRIS, DAVID (O53/56) has
moved from Bristol Grammar School
after 15 years as a hockey coach and
occasional history teacher and is now at
Clifton High School. His role there is to
coach the soccer goalies. David recalls
his time at King’s, where he started as
a goalkeeper – ‘the role of a goalkeeper
has changed out of all recognition, with
the goalie now the most important
player!’

60s
DEVITT, PETER (L61/66) has recently
retired from his post as consultant
gastrointestinal surgeon at the Royal
Adelaide Hospital and is now fully enjoying retired life. He and his wife make
the most of their off-road van, travelling around Australia and, when not
on the road, he is well occupied with
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his life-long hobby of beekeeping – his
love of which started whilst he was at
Bruton. This has now extended into
helping others who are getting started
keeping bees. Peter sits on the Board of
eMedici (an online medical educational
programme) which, he says, keeps the
mind occupied.

HOWELL, PAUL (B63/66) has moved to
Denver, Colorado from West Haven.
GADENNE, PHILIP (B64/67) and his
wife are living in South Africa. On
leaving King’s, Philip spent four years at
Bournemouth Technical College where
he worked at the Savoy Hotel on the
West Cliff, followed by a stint in the
Hotel Richmond in Geneva. He then
travelled to the Seychelles, Solomon
Islands and Malawi (including working
on state banquets for President Banda
where guests included Margaret
Thatcher!). He then married and moved
to Durban where he and his wife ran a
successful B&B called Bumblebees. This
has now been sold.

70s
BARTON, NICK (P71/77)
Nick has sent in news about an OB
reunion.
‘The following OBs met in Bath in
February 2022 to watch the rugby
match between Bath and Leicester.
Some of us had not met for nearly 45
years! In the photo, from left to right
are Dave Sage (B 72/77), Alex Gibbs
(O 72/77), Jon Dobbs (P 72/77), Robert
Dornford (P 72/77) and Nick.
Dave and Alex, both Bath season ticket
holders, kindly set up the day including
a leisurely pre-match lunch at Cotes
restaurant followed by an exciting game
which Bath narrowly lost. We then
made our way to the players’ bar after
the game for more “refreshments” and
then into town for an excellent dinner to

finish off a wonderful day.’

COATSWORTH, ANDY (N66/70)
graduated at Imperial College before
following a career as a civil engineer
and geologist. He has worked mainly in
the multi-faceted energy sector (hydro,
coal, oil, gas and nuclear), with periods
in The Republic of Ireland, Hong Kong,
South Africa and Pakistan. Andy retired
in 2017 and then went on to join a
tall ship as trainee crew, visiting The
Falkland Islands, South Georgia, The
South Shetland Islands and Antarctica.
Andy has maintained a life-long love
of mountaineering and cross country
running, both developed at King's. ‘The
running came about because after being
late a second time for breakfast, I was
sentenced to running up to the Pigeon
Tower each day for a week. Being quite
the little weed, it took me not one but
four weeks of such runs before I could
do it in the allotted time, and by then I
was actually enjoying running and have
done ever since.’
HUQ, MUHMUDUL (N71/73) reports
several small reunion events in
Bangladesh. In November 2019, he
hosted a dinner for OBs at his house
in Dhaka. Pictured in the photo below
(from left): Mahmudul Huq (N71/73),
Sadad Rahman (N71/74), Paul Tweedale
(O69/74), Maroof Mohsin (O86/90),
Murshed Salam (P72/76).

Paul, Murshed and Sadad met for
another dinner in Dhaka in January 2020.
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In January 2020, a group met with Izadur
Rahman (P74/75).

TREASURE, CHAS (P69/72) is now
enjoying active retirement and living in
the beautiful town of Cheltenham. His
first employments were in farming, and
gardening in a privately-owned stately
home, Athelhampton House. Following
qualification in mechanical engineering
he pursued a full career in the Armed
Forces under different cap badges,
REME and the Intelligence Corps, serving
with special forces in the 1991 Gulf War.
In 1990 he was awarded a military BEM
for assisting in the prosecution of armed
criminals overseas.
After leaving the Armed Forces his work
was in security and risk within many
different countries and industries, being
involved with oil & gas, gold mining,
royalty protection, consultancy, List X
and government R&D, vetting, telecoms
and financial services.
He spent 15 years as the Senior Security
Manager for an insurance company
working within the real estate, risk
and counter-fraud teams. He remains
a Fellow of The Security Institute and
continues as an active participant on
their Validation Board. He also looks
forward to continuing to help King’s with
their 6th Form mock interviews.

80s
ASTON-PHILLIPS, JEREMY (L84/89)
went into business with British Touring
Car Champion, Robb Gravett during
2021. As part founder and managing
director of LM Performance - a supplier
of Liqui Moly’s 4,000 strong product
range in the UK - oils and lubricants),
they have recently signed a deal with
the highly respected engine specialists
Mountune. Not only supplying to
motorsports, LM Performance also
provides oils, additives and a variety of
other chemicals for the tuning, classic
car, commercial vehicle, agricultural and
marine sectors and is looking to expand
its network of motorsport, tuning and
classic car specialists.

BALL, ANTHONY (N82/86), Rt
Reverend, was consecrated bishop
in Cairo Cathedral shortly before
Christmas 2021. He will remain a Canon
of Westminster Abbey and Rector of
St Margaret’s, Westminster where he
is based and will serve as an assistant
bishop in the Cairo Diocese. Anthony,
who speaks Arabic, has spent a lot of
time in Egypt and the middle East, both
formerly in the diplomatic service and
latterly as a priest. (This news was
reported by David Hindley.)

BARNETT, ANDREW (N81/86) was
awarded an OBE in the New Year
Honours’ List 2021. On leaving King’s,
he spent his gap year at the Houses
of Parliament as a research assistant.
Since reading Modern History, at the
University of St Andrews, Andrew
has collected a veritable array of
key leadership roles at ‘Blue Chip’
companies, from the Deputy Head
of Press and Public Affairs at the Arts
Council of England to Group Corporate
Affairs Manager at HSBC Holdings plc.
Andrew has worked across various
Director roles in Policy, Communications
and Public Affairs, whilst also carrying

out much voluntary work. Currently the
Chair of Trustees for the Church Urban
Fund which has 21 joint ventures
with dioceses across England, he is
also on the Advisory Group for the
National Lottery Community Fund, a
Trustee of the Association of Charitable
Foundations and a Church Warden to
boot. It is in his role as director of the
UK Branch of the Calouste Gubenkian
Foundation that his OBE came about.
He worked for 13 years for the
Foundation whose aim is to improve the
quality of life for all through art, charity,
science and education. Andrew was
awarded his OBE for his contribution
to social change. During his time at
the Foundation, Andrew has worked
collaboratively with others on protecting
the oceans with Marine CoLAB, the
Making Every Adult Matter Coalition, the
Campaign to End Loneliness and the
Arts and Homelessness International all
of which have been established during
his thirteen years.
Andrew is still friends with Anthony Ball
(N82/86) and regularly returns to Bruton
where he has family.

CRAIG BRYANT (N05/10)

Craig says he has spent the best part of the last 10 years working in sales for
software companies which all started with his internship at EcoVadis in Paris during
his placement year at university. After graduating, he worked for a London-based
start-up for 3 years which he then left to re-join EcoVadis which by then was a very
well-established company. He stayed for only 2 years but it was really quite special
because he was splitting his time evenly between London and the Paris office and
was working more or less entirely in French. Other than when he was in Paris,
He was able to work remotely and he actually ended up moving to Spain for six
months to try to improve his Spanish, living first in Madrid and then in Barcelona.
He also had the opportunity to visit his company office in Mauritius for a few
months which was a lovely experience.
For the past two years Craig has been managing a sales team for an Austrian
company called Adverity. It’s a very exciting business and he gets to speak French
most days as he’s responsible for France as a market, working with some really big
French companies like Sodexo, Euronews, Auchan and Pernod Ricard.
Nowadays, he lives in Surrey (close to most of his family) with his dog, Rémy - he
splits his time between his house there and his girlfriend’s place in London. He says
he’s also managed to get quite fit in the past few years and is a much better runner
than he ever was whilst at school! Craig keeps up with quite a few OBs, notably
Jamie Williams (N05/10) and Stewart Howard (N05/10).
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CULLUM, NEIL (N83/88) has retired
from the Metropolitan police service
after 30 years. Neil was a firearms
instructor with the Met’s firearms unit.
OULTON, RUPERT (N88/93) was appointed Professor of Nanophotonics at
Imperial College, London in September
2020.
PANGBOURNE, KATE (W80/83) is still
a long-distance commuter, living in
Scotland and working in the Institute for
Transport Studies at the University of
Leeds. She married Jeremy Cresswell in
2020 (see weddings). She has recently
won a 2022 Michael Beverley Innovation
Fellowship, been promoted to Associate
Professor and was appointed a Deputy
Director of the Leeds Social Sciences
Institute in 2021. She is also the first
Chair of the Action for Climate and
Environment community group in her
home village of Newburgh and runs
a small business offering writing and
academic skills retreats and training.
Find her on LinkedIn and Twitter (@
contourgeek).
SLIGO-YOUNG, FERGUS (N84/89)
has been living in Riyadh since 2019,
working for the government on a
national maintenance manual and
is currently designing a roadmap for
the implementation of this manual as
well as asset management. Fergus
notes that Riyadh is a fantastic place
to work, with bright and friendly locals,
lots of adventure and a welcoming
environment.

90s
BALDWIN, ALEXANDER (O92/97) – see
article on page 33.
NOBLE, CHARLES (P90/95)
Charles has written a book telling the
stories of the 56 Old Brutonians who
died in service during the First World
War. Told in chronological order (by
the dates of their deaths) the book also
pieces together the broader conflict.
From the pre-war politics of Europe and
beyond in 1913/14 through the conflict
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in Europe, the Middle East and Africa
with concluding chapters on how the
country, and also King’s, sought to heal
and commemorate in the years after the
armistice in November 1918. (We hope
to feature a fuller article next year, Ed.).
CROWCOMBE, MATT (P97/02) has
recently moved to South Africa, with his
family to work fulltime on the charity
he founded during his gap year in 2003
– SOS Africa (https://www.sosafrica.
com.). King’s sponsored the education
and care of SOS Africa’s first child in
2003, and the charity now has four
education centres, across three regions.
The charity provides scholarship
schemes for 80 children and learning
support for hundreds more. The photo
below of the Western Cape Staff and
Children in December 2021 features
his wife Claudia, their sons Ted and
Matt wearing the light blue, red and
navy t-shirts in the centre of the photo.
In June 2022, SOS Africa are hosting a
charity abseil from Wells Cathedral –
more information can be found at
https://www.sosafrica.com/
wellscathedralcharityabseil

STEWART, FRASER (O87/92) is now
General Manager of London Spirit, the
Lord’s-based team in ‘The Hundred’, the
English Cricket Board’s new tournament
played in the summer holidays. He had
been lucky to work very closely with the
late, great Shane Warne, London Spirit’s
Head Coach until his untimely passing
in March 2022. Fraser continues his
17 year stint at Lord’s working for the
Marylebone Cricket Club, where he is
Manager of the Laws of Cricket, meaning he oversees and writes the rules for
cricket played all over the world and
also runs the Indoor Cricket Centre.
For those who remember Fraser’s love
of cricket from his Bruton days, they’ll
know he’s very much a round peg in a
round hole!
LLOYD DAVIES, LUKE (L91/96) wife
Jules and their three children Jake, Toby,
Bella moved to Cranleigh in July 2019
and are really enjoying living in the

countryside. Luke has worked as the
Chief Operating Officer of the Rocket
Entertainment Group, a company he has
been with for 20 years. The company
are currently working on the Elton John
‘Farewell Yellow Brick Road’ tour in July
2023 and aiming for it to be one of the
top 3 highest grossing tours of all time.
Luke is also a governor at the Royal
Academy of Music and an adviser and
investor to a Venture firm called The
Venture Collective which sources and
invests into early-stage investments.
Rocket Sports, a company Luke founded
with Sir Elton John in 2013, is still going
strong with a great roster of talent and
clients. Outside work, Luke keeps fit
playing rugby with Guildford Vets and
turning out for Blackheath cricket club.
LLOYD DAVIES, MARK (L88/93) and
family moved back to the UK from
Belgium in the 2020/21 winter lock
down. They have just bought a family
home in Buckinghamshire, close to
Chesham and Berkhamsted. Their new
household includes emus amongst
other livestock to look after!
MINTY, CHARLIE (B94/99) ceased
working for a large engineering
company in Bath, to pursue a dream
to becoming a painter. He is now a
professional plein air artist, painting
scenes in and around Bath. Charlie
is exhibiting at the Royal Victoria Art
Gallery this year and hopes to also
exhibit at the New English Art Exhibition
at the Mall Galleries in London. You can
see Charlie’s work on his website: www.
cmintyart.com.
WHYTE, ROLAND (L91/96) – see article
on page 32.

00s
SCOTT, JAMES (N98/00) has been
working for the HALO Trust for 10 years.
He currently lives and works in GuineaBissau as the Programme Manager and
prior to this was the Global Construction
Manager, gaining experience in
Afghanistan, Angola, Central African
Republic, Latin America, Georgia, Malawi
and Ukraine. Prior to joining HALO,
James worked as a building surveyor
and served as a trustee for a women’s
refuge. The HALO Trust helps countries
recover after conflict, particularly in the
clearing of landmines. Made famous by
the visit from HRH Princess Diana, the
Trust now works across 23 countries.
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SMYTH, HELEN (A/P99/04)
Helen says that she and her husband
(Edward Fenning) moved to North
Yorkshire in the summer of 2021 to start
a church in Easingwold, where they now
live. They have four children (7,6,4 and 2
years old) - and a golden cocker spaniel!
The church will be independent but
associated to the FIEC (Fellowship of
Independent Evangelical Churches).
Edward is employed to lead this
project by a church in neighbouring
Boroughbridge and Helen will be putting
all her energies into helping with this
venture.

WILTON, CHRISTOPHER (B06/11)
helped organise a 10-year reunion event
for his 2011 fellow-leavers on 9 October
2021. Meeting at the Trinity Arms in
Brixton, London, over 25 OBs made it
to the event. The festivities carried long
into the night, ending in a blues kitchen
located near the pub.

design and manufacture of a single-seat,
open-cockpit, open-wheel electric race
car, competing in the UK, Spain and
China.
In 2019, he joined Mercedes AMG
High Performance Powertrains as part
of their electronics graduate scheme,
initially working on the Project ONE
Hypercar before joining as a permanent
member of the electronics team in
Formula E, which supplies Power Units
to both the Mercedes-EQ and ROKiT
Venturi Formula E teams.
The primary focus of his role is the
traction inverter, which converts the DC
power of the battery into AC power to
drive the motor, and Ben is responsible
for investigating and rectifying any
issues that may arise during the season.
His role will soon be shifting towards
future power electronics capabilities
for Formula 1, as there are major rule
changes coming in 2026, including an
increase in the electrical output of the
Power Unit.
Winning the Formula E Double World
Championship last year was a definite
highlight, and he has high hopes for the
2022 season, for both the Formula 1
and Formula E teams.

10s
BRACEY, CLARE (P14/19) has recently
started a career as a sales negotiator
for Luscombe Maye Estate Agents, in
South Hams. After leaving King’s, Clara
travelled and worked around the world,
working as an au pair in Italy for several
months of each year. Last year she
moved to Devon and worked as a manager of the renowned rural country pub
– The Journey’s End.
CARRETTA, BEN (L09-14)
Ben graduated from the University
of Bath in 2019 with an MEng in
Electrical and Electronic Engineering.
He completed industrial placements
with Rolls-Royce as part of the IET
Power Academy Scheme and was also
a member of the University’s electric
Formula Student team (Team Bath
Racing Electric), where he helped in the

MOORE, IMOGEN (W12/17) is undertaking a PGCE in secondary music and
will qualify in June to be a music teacher.
EDGAR, HUGH (L12/15)
On 1 February 2022, the Royal Air
Force Regiment celebrated the 80th
anniversary of its formation. For this
momentous occasion, personnel from
The Queen’s Colour Squadron (63
Squadron RAF Regiment) formed both
the Old and New Guard at Buckingham
Palace during the Changing of the
Guard.
In his role as Flying Officer, Hugh
paraded the Queen’s Colour for the
Regiment on the Buckingham Palace
forecourt. All current RAF Regiment
Squadron Standards were also paraded.
His Royal Highness Prince Edward, Duke
of Kent, the Chief of the Air Staff, Air

Chief Marshal Sir Michael Wigston, and
Air Vice-Marshal Smeath were present
at the ceremony.

20s
COULSEY- BELGEONNE, ARCHIE (B19-21)
Archie joined King’s in the Sixth Form,
and despite the disruptions caused by
the pandemic, he says that they were
the best 2 years of his school life and
wishes that he had started at King’s
earlier!
‘I work for Mercedes-AMG Petronas
Formula 1 Team in the main factory
in Brackley. I started as Autoclave
Operator and Breakout Operator in
November 2021 in time for the final
few races of the season. I run the 5
Autoclaves (essentially giant pressure
cookers for curing carbon fibre parts),
and I also take the parts out of their
mould after curing.
The highlights for me so far have
been Mercedes winning the F1
Constructors’ Championship for the
eighth year in a row, meeting Lewis
Hamilton and George Russell, the
release of the new W13 Mercedes F1
car for 2022 and having such a cool role
seeing the new parts come through
onto the track.
Looking ahead to 2022, I believe we
have been on the back foot on race lap
times and testing compared to our main
competitors, Red Bull and Ferrari. But
the team are constantly developing new
ideas and parts to confront our problems and hopefully we will soon be back
to the very front - where we should be!’
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IN SEARCH OF THOMAS RUSSELL

Written by David Hindley (Hon OB and Staff 63/00) with photographs and design by Kirsten Palmer (Hall 69/71).
Thomas Russell was born in 1570, the younger son of Sir Thomas Russell
of Strensham Castle in Worcestershire. On his father’s death, the boy
moved to Somerset when his mother married Henry Berkeley of Bruton
Abbey. There he received his early education at the local grammar school,
known today as King’s, Bruton. At some stage he became a trusted friend
of William Shakespeare and eventually an overseer of the poet’s will. This
is the story of how a wealthy country gentleman from Somerset became a
part of the great Shakespeare narrative.
A more detailed item which appeared in the 2020 OBA magazine will
remind readers of David’s long-standing interest in Russell as well as
some of the detail of Russell’s friendship with Shakespeare.
This book is a handsome and fascinating contribution to the early history
of King’s School and is available to order at £15.00 including p&p. (Cost
of overseas mailing on application). To order, email kirstenicooke@
gmail.com, marking the message THOMAS RUSSELL.

ROLAND WHYTE (L91/96)
NOKKEL: Roland has developed a new app, hoping to make

the house-buying process a little less taxing!
The Nokkel app allows users to save homes to a wish list and
notifies them if any of them come up for sale. It also puts
potential buyers in touch with the homeowner if both parties
are interested in an off-market sale. Roland points out that
Bruton is a great example of what people currently experience
these days. “There is such a small number of homes available
for sale at any one time that many people end up settling for
what is available. By enabling people to capture the homes they
love when they see them, they can start the buying process at a
time that suits them."
On leaving King’s, Roland worked at Price Waterhouse
Coopers and HSBC before becoming Global Head of Strategy
and Corporate Development at the IT service management
company FNZ. His fondest memories of being at King’s and
Hazlegrove, are sporting ones, playing matches against other
schools.” I relished the opportunities afforded to me, and by the
time I reached King’s I seemed to be a bit nifty with a cricket bat
– narrowly missing Mr Beadles' head when he was umpiring (I
am not sure how impressed he was with that!).”
Roland married Kate Thompson from St Mary's, Shaftesbury
in 2000 and their shared love of beautiful homes led them to
Yorkshire where they bought and renovated Saltmarshe Hall,
now a successful hotel and wedding venue. Roland stays in
regular contact with OBs Daniel Jotcham (L90/96), James Bedford
L91/96), Geoff Ferrari N91/96) and Tobin Hedderwick (B91/95),
and it is perhaps these close friendships that encouraged him
to send his three children to Hazlegrove (his eldest is due to join
King’s in 2023).
Roland has some useful advice for younger OBs: “Don’t
underestimate the importance of a network when thinking
about your career and asking for help in developing it. The
OBA is a really good example. I didn’t make the most of it and I
probably should have. Never be afraid to go out of your comfort
zone and expand your work experience. King’s and Hazlegrove
prepared me for the next stage of my life and helped me realise
what I am good at, and equally, what I am not as good at. I feel
I have been able to make some right decisions for myself, based
on the grounding that King’s gave me and for that I am grateful.”
Nokkel is completely free to use and is available from the App
Store and Google Play or via Nokkel.com
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OBA sport has been thin on the
ground for some time now, but the
green shoots of revival are evident
in this report from Mark Dunn on
the latest exploits of the
Applegrowers versus the Hampshire
Hogs. The match took place in
Warnford, Hampshire in September
The Growers did well to restrict the Hogs to 289 with Rob
Dunning reliably bowling 12 immaculate (ish) overs of
left arm slow devilry, taking 3 wickets and ably supported
by his field with Jack Foot taking two great catches.
The Growers started well with Chris Pratt striking the
ball cleanly for a swashbuckling 40. Marc Rogers took
over, dominating the bowling for a classy 52. Looking
set at 149-4 and the game in the balance, the outcome
changed rapidly as we lost Marc and Nick Price (20)
in quick succession. The optimistic tail continued the
aggressive intent, but wickets fell very regularly, and the
Growers were all out for 179. A great day, even if we
didn’t manage the win - next year we go again!

Back, left to right: Jo Holt (N94/99), Tom Rooke (O92/97),
Nick Price (L92/97), Rob Dunning (P92/97), Jack Foot (O95/00),
Marc Rogers (P94/99). Front, left to right: James Knowling (L94/99),
Simon Wildbur (N91/96), Mark Dunn (P95/00),
Charlie Campbell (P93/99), Chris Pratt (O95/00)
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ANDREW BULLMORE (N/B58/62)

Andrew has written in to update us with news of his exploits since leaving King’s in 1962.
'On leaving school, I, Stephen Jenkins, and John Graves sailed
in "Oriette" from Poole Harbour across to Cherbourg and
Alderney. The boat was owned and skippered by John Rutter - a
School Governor.

The following morning after church and breakfast we called in
to see John and Mary Tyndall at their home. At the time we were
staying with Peter Gwyn (N/B 59) on Court Farm in Banwell,
Weston Super Mare.”

"I was recruited in London at Rhodesia House to join the British
South Africa Police Force (BSAP) and flew out, with some twenty
other recruits, from Heathrow in April 1963, arriving at Salisbury
Airport (Rhodesia) the following day. I followed in the footsteps
of OBs Robin Harvey (N52/56), Graham Freeman (O56/60) and
Robert Traill (N55/59). Robert died in Cape Town in August 2014.
My first two weeks in New House were spent learning the School
Song that I then had to recite to Richard Cadman (N55/59)
and Robert Traill in the back study! I married a Rhodesian girl,
Valerie in Salisbury, and we have two daughters Michelle and
Amanda. I retired from the force as a Superintendent in the
Criminal Investigation Department at the end of 1981, and we
then emigrated to South Africa, driving to Cape Town in January
1982. I then worked in retail security, and for my last twenty
years carried out investigations as part of the internal audit
department, for a national motor corporation, retiring at the end
of January 2008. During June to August 1979, we visited the UK
and one day was spent on a visit to King's, meeting up with Basil
Wright who treated us to a conducted tour and lunch. I enjoyed
Basil's article in the 1989 OBA magazine on his retirement trip
to Africa. I doubt very much he would have known I was in Cape
Town. Our next visit was in 1995, when Valerie and I attended
an OBs Dinner on 1 July. We were put up in Blackford House for
the night, being placed in separate rooms! A very strict Matron!

In retirement living in Cape Town, John and Valerie were running
Park Runs until lockdown. John is an avid birder, makes model
wooden ships, goes to the gym, enjoys beach walks, and
gardening and of course, living in a vast wine growing area, wine!

Amanda, John, Michelle and Valerie Bullmore

ALEX BALDWIN (O92/97)
OBs will be impressed and proud to learn of Alex’s contributions to
public life since becoming an officer with the London Metropolitan
Police. His courage and initiative displayed over the course of several
dangerous and demanding episodes have been amply and deservedly
recognised. Alex’s father David has supplied this report and the
photographs.
In September 2021, at New Scotland Yard, Alex was presented
with the Bronze Medal of the Royal Humane Society. The Society
receives recommendations, and the Society decides on whom to
award. It is a matter of saving a life
or lives in dangerous or challenging
circumstances.
Alex had been put forward for the
award by the Metropolitan Police, but
he had no inkling of it in advance. It
was for the saving of life at the terrorist
attacks on London Bridge and in
Borough Market in 2017. He has had
yet another commendation since for
another intervention, a particularly
nasty murder of an elderly lady. He was
first on the scene.
Such is the life of an officer in the Met.
He now has a new job, heading up a
unit trying to find ways, by working with
the CID, of reducing violent crime in
South London. His rank is Inspector.
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COVID
VOLUNTEERS

King’s staff, now retired, gave much time to
providing assistance during the vaccination
roll-out in Bruton. Their work is described
below by Colin Juneman (Hon OB). Apart
from Colin, readers may recognise other
former teachers including Anton Kok (Hon
OB), Roger Lowe (Hon OB), OBA Secretary
Rose Vigers (Hon OB), Richard Ellis and John
Slingo. Simon Atkinson (Hon OB) was not
able to be present for the photo in which
is also Jan Juneman (Hon OB), previously
assistant secretary to the OBA.

VACCINATIONS IN BRUTON

“When the vaccine roll-out started in
earnest back in January 2021, a few of
us volunteered to assist in marshalling
at the Wincanton Hospital. Initially, the
commitment came from Brue Valley
Rotary Club (which I joined on my
retirement from King’s), but the team has

been supplemented by numerous friends
and supporters. It was in early March
when I saw that a vaccination centre
was opening in the Bruton Community
Hall and I took the opportunity to speak
to Abby Harrington, from the Bruton
Pharmacy, who had overall responsibility
for the vaccination programme in Bruton.
She was only too grateful for my offer to
organise a team to marshal in the small
car park by the Community Hall.
Our role has been to manage the parking
and to direct vaccinees to follow the
one-way system into the back of the hall,
leaving by the front main entrance. It is a

very small car park, so this has required
great ingenuity at times (!), and King’s
itself has offered support by allowing us
to use the School car park in the holidays
for our overspill. Our picture shows exKing’s members of the marshalling team,
complete with their hi-viz jackets, all of
whom have done sterling work - in all
weathers - over the last year.
We must also acknowledge the
remarkable work done by Abby and her
team of vaccinators; at the height of
operations, they were vaccinating up to
300 people per day”.
Colin Juneman

The National Trust published the following article late last year.
Anton Kok who is a Trust guide and event supporter at
Stourhead had been requested to describe his other voluntary
work as a Covid responder and vaccinator.
"It all started when the Royal Voluntary Service advertised on behalf of St John's
Ambulance for volunteers to come forward and train with them as volunteer
vaccinators working alongside professional staff in NHS vaccination centres. I wanted
to get trained and get as many as possible of us in this country vaccinated in order to
bring back some kind of normality to our lives, but most importantly, prevent serious
illnesses or death as a result of this dreadful virus. And I'm so pleased that we are
getting there!
"There was a lengthy application process before training started in January this
year. The training was online, covering detailed syllabi on the sanitisation of surfaces,
how each vaccine works and is stored, possible side effects (if any), drawing from
vials and the administration of vaccine. There were numerous online assessments
to sit, with a high passing mark required. I also had to attend a practical face-to-face
full day's training session in Bristol Ashton Gate with senior staff, covering practical
vaccination and post-vaccination care. I’ve been volunteering at Salisbury City Hall
vaccination centre since February, mainly in post-vaccination care."
(In Anton’s latest brief in January, he reported that he was working as a contract
vaccinator with NHS Somerset based in Taunton and possibly at Haynes Motor
Museum.)

A key date in the Sixth Form calendar at King’s is the annual Lower 6th Careers
Forum. It was a delight to be able to hold this event in person again in January,
with both parents and Lower 6th pupils in attendance
The evening started with two excellent keynote speakers, Old Brutonians, Callum Thorner and Janey de
Nagle Costello (W95/97), OBA Vice-President. Callum talked about his pathway since King’s, gaining a
university degree through Airbus’ apprenticeship scheme, where he continues to be an engineer involved
in exciting, futuristic aerospace concepts. This certainly gave current King’s pupils and parents a good
idea of the potential offered by degree apprenticeships, encouraging many to start exploring these as
excellent options for their futures. Janey had followed a different pathway, which started with studying
languages at UCL, but has since seen her move into surveying with further study at UCEM. Janey gave a
most helpful and reassuring perspective on how career paths can and do evolve, whilst also selling the
industry to aspirant Lower 6th Form pupils and particularly encouraging females to enter the sector. Both
spoke of the value of the Old Brutonian Association for pupils exploring careers.
Following the keynote speakers, the pupils then had three hugely beneficial seminars with chosen career delegates, who covered a range of
fields from charity fundraising to journalism, videography, hospitality, healthcare, the military, law, sport, aircraft piloting and more! Pupils had a
chance to ask questions and find out how they too can find their routes through fields of interest. The delegates included parents and the OBs
Lauren Beaton (A16/19), Josh Henthorne (L08/13) and Simon Tyler (L67/72).
Meanwhile, the parents had a talk from the Deputy Head (6th Form), which gave them an overview of the different routes open to pupils
after the Sixth Form and how their sons/daughters can be helped in their explorations and applications. Everything from UK and international
universities, to apprenticeships, gap years and more were discussed.
With a buffet supper to close, the hall was full of questions and discussion, with it being an excellent evening for both pupils and parents.
Thanks must go to the delegates and key-note speakers who so generously gave their time to help guide pupils, and to Dr Corrigan, née
Deaney, (W06/08), for organising the event.
Will Daws, Deputy Head, Sixth Form
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LETTER FROM THE HEADMASTER
Dear Old Brutonians,
I am writing to you immediately after conducting my first whole school
Headmaster’s Assembly after two years of COVID-19 enforced virtual assemblies.
It certainly has been a long, challenging two years, but, thankfully, King’s is now
returning to a life much closer to normal. It has been wonderful to welcome
parents back into King’s for parents’ meetings, match teas and evening concerts. I
am very conscious that as soon as I think that we are coming out of this
pandemic, a new variant, or some other twist, jolts me back to reality, but signs
are far more positive now. It seems clear that external exams, with some
modifications, will now take place this summer. It has been a distinct advantage to be able to use Old House as a
quarantine house since September and we still may need to look after overseas boarders in Old if they test positive over
the coming weeks.
The move to three enlarged boys’ Houses has been a great success and we are now twinning boys’ and girls’ Houses, on
a termly rotational basis, for joint House events and tutor meetings, which will be an exciting new initiative to ensure that
boys and girls can continue to mix in a supportive, mature, and relaxing environment. We have introduced a
comprehensive programme of events to deal with the issues raised by the website Everyone’s Invited, and we were
delighted to welcome OB, and former Head Girl, Daisy Mant (Wellesley 2012-17) who spoke brilliantly to the 6th Form as
part of a Question Time panel of experts on these important issues. King’s is now a fully co-educational school, and I am
determined that we will work collectively to ensure that we are a safe, respectful school community.
The Senior Warden made the important announcement this week that Bruton School for Girls (BSG) will now join King’s
and Hazlegrove as a third school within the King’s Foundation. BSG will continue as a girls’ only school, at least for the
next two years, but the School is now owned and controlled by our Foundation. The BSG governors have all resigned,
with two BSG governors subsequently joining the King’s and Hazlegrove governing board; a governors’ sub-committee will
run BSG. This means that the King’s Foundation now owns the whole BSG site, and rental properties, and this opens up
very exciting future opportunities.
One problem that I am dealing with now as Headmaster is how to manage the increasing growth and popularity of King’s.
We currently have 362 pupils at King’s, and we anticipate that we may be over 370 pupils next September. There were
315 pupils here when I took over as Headmaster in 2009 and September’s pupil roll will likely be the highest in our 503year history. This means that we are having to manage problems with lack of space, but there are no immediate plans to
increase the size of King’s. Our parents value our relatively small size and as the School is in a very strong financial
position there is no commercial need to further increase our numbers. King’s does rely heavily on fee income and so any
financial support through fundraising and legacy-giving makes a huge difference to the boys and girls at King’s. We
currently are supporting two orphans through the School and financial donations by OBs can be transformational. I am
very excited therefore to be launching a 1519 Legacy Society in the coming months, to acknowledge the legacy support
we receive and ensure that the OBs who so generously support King’s through legacies are acknowledged, thanked, and
regularly updated on developments at the school.
The Governors’ estates committee is working on development of The Sir Peter Squire Memorial Pavilion plans. I am
keeping the Squire family briefed and we are on course for an official opening of the refurbished pavilion in April 2023.
Now that we have fewer COVID-19 restrictions we can welcome OBs back to King’s so please do feel free to get in contact
if you would like to visit your school.
With best wishes,
Floreat Brutonia
Ian Wilmshurst
Headmaster
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KING'S LEAVERS 2021

BACK ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Katie Wootton, Scarlet Yendal, Oskar Lefebvre, Oliver Enderby , Tom Horner, Archie Coulsey- Belgeonne, Finley Pender-Cudlip,
Jack Fowler-Baxter, Archie White, Isaac Michaels, Luke Tappuni ,Liam Ward, Oliver Barber, Oliver Luck, Joshua Blunden, Jamie Richmond, Leo Haywood, Jake Woods,
Arthur Drury, Harry Farragher, Aidan McFarlane, Oliver Sykes, Luca Hutchinson

MIDDLE ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Amy Rudock, Charotte Elway, Isca Bird, Freddie Comer, William Bartlett ,Hugo Burgess, Jago Cole, Joe Gartell, Toby Phillips, Rowan Oliver,
Daisy Burland-Smith, Jasmine Spilsbury, Laura Purefoy, Juliette Webb, Lara Milne, Imogen Dawe, Cressida Bird , Poppy Agabani, Lisa Wang,
Izzy Bridge, Samuel Rabbets, Charles Bascombe

FRONT ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Fredrick Goggs, Katie Ruddock, Ben Burton, Natalie Wilmshurst, Alex Bairstow, Phillipa Venner-Coombe, Amy Hurst , Tom Jones,
Freya Fearn, Sandy Phillips, Constance Pollard ,Rocco Kawar, Rory Gibbs, Ella Docherty, Adam Barrett-James

Absent from the photograph: Laurie Alderson, Pyalyang Dorji, Llewelyn Harper, Daniella Ker, Sophie Newman, Guthrie Old, Katiya Towler, Charlie Wichary
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